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SECRET MURDER.
the New Orleans Picayune.
I once arrested a man (said Air. F.) arm-ed of killing his wife. Although convicted,
1 have always been doubtful if his '.••uteni-< OMKCTKD
BY PUTNAM SIMONTON.
lie came here a stranger; silcnl
were just.
and repellant in his maimer, making no acOur Irleads who may have communicationsole
iti-ms, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest,
quaintance and shunning society, lie wa- a
lining to this department, are requested to column- j
*.te the same to Dr. Putnam Simonton, Searsport, who
foreigner, too, speaking our language but imprepare the same tor publication, ii of sufficient iniperfectly, and relying solely for sympathy and
11 ranee.
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BY JOHN O. SAXE.
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CURING HAY—A GOOD METHOD.
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j—onh
.nil a soft poultice ot .-lay, or with something to many inquiries
rule, their use can readily be detected by :
tin'
lilt-ilium
on
the
other.
WHAT
A
DENTIST
CAN
DO
FOB A CHEKk.
in an aimless, wandering’ w ay a- it the -ho* *L
way id’preparing pogy chum for manure: and for
June 12th, 1808. From that day until Wed- by
led it from the Weather, a- grafting wax, gum
noticingat what portion of her head the woman
“Now, Mr. Editor,'* said the medium, “that j
th
the beitetit of such persons, and for all—for every commences to
But the dentist is not confined in his operanight he was cheerful and resigned you may lie in tlie same condition in which | that ha«l depris ed him <»i lie* only beiii**
11a. -dissolved in alcohol, paint. Ac. To see these
part her hair, as the front hair j tions
nesday
Id- r< :i -»• 11
to the mouth alone—he deals also with to his fate, but his
mouth lias a deep interest in the food question— is
natural, so that if the rolls or!
resignation proved to ha\ e you would lit; if you were in a dark rirele, he ha*l loved ha*l desrloyvd-in****
.til* of Providence. a- wc **0 frequently do. not only
generally
'hen. but lb*
we applied for information to an
f.ong year* have passed
intelligent gentle- puffs are used the part is generally at the back tin1 fashionable female cheek, w hich he often- resulted from his ignorance. He was verv please close your eyes and
mangled and torn in the pruning, hut the ragged
keep them closed j meiii'U'v of that horror lingers in my mind
times fills out from the inside by means of illirerate.
man w ho. having been
he
in
busito rethe
head.
of
the
night
largely
Wednesday
engaged
began
till the end of the experiment."
unnps all naked and exposed to storm and hurnhard composite pads, which are placed
ail episode -o -ad ami wuviehed that 1 -hint
ness for many years, is the best
swin ills are enner
firm-j alize that he was near his death, amfwas very
qualified to instruct
composed oi snort nail's
He tlitl so. The medium quietly look nil 1
110
-un-hine, is a sad sight indeed, shameful both
on each side of the female mouth,
at tie* th*night of ii
dor
restless.
Miller
ly
was
in sueli matters, we think, of any person in the plaited together, or of a string of hair as
running
Yesterday
completely one hand, took up the guitar, thrummed on
long
da- tree and it- (Fiver.
and though very
in themselves, broken down, and took very little food during
State of Maine, it not in the country ; and w ho ha- as the length of the longest threads of the upward,
rough
it
w itli one
in
the
true
fashion,
remove
finger
spiritual
v second reason for pruning i* to
injured.
STRICKEN DEAD IN A GAMBLING HtU
Switches are distinguished from present the exterior view of a plump, well- the day. He last night was also a restless
sent the following letter for publication. We human hair.
tapped him gently on the head, then veplaeet*
1*. a-ed and dead limbs.
This should he done, and kindly
rounded cheek, which would otherwise seem one. At midnight he devoured a
About half-pa.M nim* *>’< loek l t-t nigh’ :*i.
pie sent in the guitar on the table and lit- hand on tin
would earnestly commend it to the attention and the curls by being comparatively straight, and
wounds treat' d, as just described.
unknown man fell dead at tie* gambling leei
other things being equal, less valuable shriveled and sunken—so that if you kiss a by the keeper. At three o’clock this morning editor's arm.
are,
of
all
our
fishermen.
practice
\ third reason is to keep an open head.
A- u-ud
VignrCharles Ureet
than curls, as the latter require more care and maiden’s check, it would be just as w ell to j he fell asleep, but awoke at halt-past four
Medium—“Now. -ir. open your eyes 111, at Xo. GO St.
KasII'intr. dune 34, 1S09.
know the residence of the maiden’s dentist.' o’clock, and at seven he ate a
tree-, left to themselves, most of them, will
tie* liou-eua- crowded t
breakSaturday
night,
hearty
I
manipulation.
move?"
1*1:. 1*. SixovroN—Dear Sir: in reply to your
Those cheek
uM out their branches in all directions; so that
iTi«* young and tie old. thOccasionally the variety of frizzed or tiss- cost about pads are called “plumpers,” and fast and was quite jocose. He said that the
Editor ( very seriously, hut to the great a- | suffocation.
$5.
extra quality of the provender received durin t
h trees become a mass of tangled limbs’, chafing letter inquiring the best w ay of converting fish ma- eered hair is
in
front
of
pend tie
the
head,
employed
tonishment of the audience, who had seen tin j rich ami pom*, had gathered
another to death, keeping out the sunshine, so terial into good fertilizers, i will state that there are and distributed round it to impart to its falsity VK GRECIAN HEM) AND ITS MODUS OUKUANEI. ing the preceding days had astonished his whole
learnings of the week, lie* light of man*
sir, not at all."
performance)—“No,
over a crowd <•:' m
several good methods. Your inquiries relate chief- of hair a
Our nineteenth century New York belle, belly, and made him lose sleep. He said that
cs-ary to the grow th and ripening of the fruit,
The grasp of the upper hand deadens the a brilliant gas-jet flashed
variegated appeareneo of nature
in the passionate **\eii.
wouldn’t get anything out of him. He
"t making ii difficult for one 10 get into the tree ly to pogy claim: hut here,and in many places,the and of truth.
Occasionally, also, a few stray however, is more than even pads and patent they
nerve.
The lower hand can tie removed am ! earnest and eager
felt worse when he spoke of his little boy,
ment of lie* game.
•
Suddenly a tail. Hark
as it i* often
She is to be regarded not only as
at will, and the movement is not
,,
necessary to do. The proper w ay entire fish, a- well as the remains of them, are pre- false curls will bo suffered to hang pendant beavers.
but soon resumed his jokes. During the fore- replaced
man from erne ot tie* centre tab
from the bottom of the chignon to convey the
looking
w In n the lice is small, to cut out with a pen*
her
pared in the same way.
but
as respects her bender.
One of the mouthers of niv
bust,
respects
recognized.
a f«*w *•• *p
1. In a ImiM^iig lolerably tight, with good ven- same idea of truth to Nature—hut in vain.
1 u:t«
The origin of the term Grecian, from the noon of to-day Miller was very weak, and it ehitreh, a voting man, acquired the grip anil rose from hi- seat ami walking
dsi», the brunches that look as if they would
Du- e»*n
the floor
was feared that he would have to be carried to
fell
buck
As
for
hair
are
upon
infinite
unsteadily
almost
erroneous idea that the Greek
dyes, they
ciich other in their future growth, and all those tilation at the top, pile up the elium or fish, as the
repeated the trick on hall-a-dozon customerantique statu- the
in name and variety, but are all based upon
gallows. He fell asleep, however at 11 in Ids store the next day, much to tln-ir aston- \ ul.-ed shudder pa-se-i thi'-nig body ami limbease is, the higher the better.
two aim tow arils the centre of the top. sparing those
The intense heat
esque models of beauty inclined considerably
and tie* man was dead: died fn»m lean »lio’clock, and appeared better. At noon the ishment. And so the
the same chemicals, viz : acetate of lead and from the
In this way you generated in the pile expels all flies, and causes the
;,, 1! point upward.** tuid outwards.
perpendicular, and the origin of the
greatest mystery* in ease or tie* excitement of gambling
1 •*! v
room was cleared, and at one o’clock
nitrate of silver, lunar caustic, &e. bend itself at
guards’
sulphur,
this
and
was
in
on
the
entire mass, except a few inches at the
|
11 a tine open head, and a beautiful flow ing lop.
1868,
••humbug
person about
charlatanry"
explain
top, to he- The
moment a -tillne-s like -I *uth fell up-m
were admitted to the prison
is for blonde hair, the gold- of two sisters Saratoga
fifty
persons
single
of
present
rage
ed.
Fifth-avenue
are
extraction,
Mid remember thi-, that limbs far enough apart ;1 "'he well dried in two or three mouths. Prepared
then some om -aid le* «l «>idy
hall. Mr. Gowen and wife, cousins of the
! en color of which is very
too well-known to require more than mere
1 do not pretend to explain all so-called the crow *1, and
expensive.
-say two inches—will meet in a very few y ears; in this way it is worth at the factory slotoWZO a ton.
and the gain** w ent on. Hut life w.»
murdered couple, were among those present.
It must he stated that
fainted,
the
in
mention
this
though
greater
spiritual phenomena. There are certain applace; but it may not perhaps
3.
a use hot h are growing towards each other, like
Dry it on a hoard platform in the sun and
'll**1- dead,” -one* one *‘ri***l, and
portion of the human hair bought ami sold be generally known that the fashion or rather Sheriff S. W. Stimson led the procession and parently w ell-authenticated eases of talde-tip- j extinct.
from their -eat* and
-hip*, or carriages coining from opposite direc- ; vv iiai, taking care lliai neither rain nor dew falls in tliis city comes from France and
and
Kendall
Amsden
were beside
Deputies
the deformity was carried to such a length
and clairvoyant w riting, difficult, if not then men rose hastily
Brittany,
ping
\\ lien sufficiently dry it is worth »30 a ton. a
<•» that in young trees, a branch crossing the upon it.
great deal of bogus hair is used which has of absurdity, that during the fall of that year the prisoner, who ascended the scaffold firmly. impossible, to interpret on anv theorv nl left the room. I'he game w as Mopped, ami
3.
-Mix COO His. of ground plaster to the ton, and never
• i.
of another nearer than four inches, ought togrown upon the human head at all_ a women named Clarke absolutely attempted Chaplain Franklin Butler read extracts from fraud. Hut the lecture of Mr. V. convinced little circle gathered around tie. dead lna.:
the Scriptures, closing with "for we shall all
taken oft' during this period.
It' trees, during j dry off as in No. 3. This is worth about «o0 a ton. thus goat hair, the hair of the South Ameri- to
the ft«>or. Til. face had grow ti a a\ u th
me, of what 1 confess I was substantially eon
open a school for instruction in the modus stand
before the judgment seat of God." lie \ ineod of
4.
Mix a ton of good dry earth or muck with an ; can colt, mohair, -Manilla hemp, etc., are ex
death-look had settled darkly ar-uind him
heir infancy and youth, have been neglected, and I
of
this
that
ridiculous
that
nine-tenths
of
before,
operandi
position;
Spiritual:im- these
tangled and charing tops, proceed in the ; equal amount of the fish material, shoveling it over tensively worn by females as their own; so young girls practiced the Grecian bend for then read a prayer and asked the prisoner: ism is a trick : that in these so-called phenomena
-and in life had been handsome,
"In the name of the Lord Jesus are you inmw
so
way, cutting out the smallest branches that | several nmes miring tne Healing process.
This is that the lover, when he strokes his loved one’s days at their own homes, under the eyes of
are
there
much allot of humbug and si Spaniard
bul now it- rigid lineament-, w -re a ■eared
nocent?" Miller replied, "Yes, sir, I am."
<:ifc and point the w rong way. using the same care an excellent fertilizer, the earth sen ing to absorb I hair, may often he stroking the once hirsute their mothers,
preparatory to appearing with The Sheriff read the order for execution, fast- little grain of truth that it does not pay foi
as it tile beat l had -i niggled ■■ a in
and retain all the ammonia, upon which the value appendages ot a dead beast—a pleasant thing a first-class bend on the street ; and that an
<nc--mg it- :nu .ui) unn ihcii n»r large minis.
and that, as a class, the travelling expression,
ened Miller's hands and arms, and asked the milling:
lv to but live to get out of that bad pine.
for
the
lover.
ihi- may be added, on this point, that when a of all animal manures so largely depends.
mediums, whether they exhibit in halls al
apparatus was invented by one female fool,
Kor
the man \va- niirti
Suddenh all
if he had anything to say. The prisWe have now .accounted for our belle's and worn
t'-r iby hundreds of her silly kidney, prisoner
'hooting up too tall and slender, cutting off home use this is worth #15 a ton. The other kinds,
twenty-live cents a head or in private parlors ed into the unprepared,
• l.
of his A!::L.
..!, mu'.
oner answered:—
nave not; mint
beautiful h -ad of hair. As for her
presence
which
anyone
of
a
at
are
lineal
a
descendants
of
the
will
cause
it
to
dollar,
throw
we
by
apparatus, consisting
leading upright branches,
being lighter,
strap is
gyp the
mostly export toother states, w it h
fierce in hi- hear,
whom 1 have injured, I hope' they sit's and fortune tellers of the last
passion
present
gamester's
round
the
the
drawn
from
shoulwaist,
“it -id- bratiehe.s, anil to become more bushy and
ISIWW,
century,
just so much loss to our own.
tight
will forgive me. My hopes are in God Alhis e\ il thoughts and guilt about him
and entitled to the same measure of respect with all
1.'
like many other women, shaves ami clips ders in front, a certain stoop was given'to the
I
I thank you for your interest in this, as in
Heading in, tliis i- called.
many she,
j
were turned low in the darkened
The Sheriff then adjusted the lilaek
l’he
lights
mighty."
and
the
bond could be bended with
and consideration.
The question may lit
\. i‘»inrili reason is to induce fruitfulness.
Bar- other matters of public utility; and 1 will say to all carefully the little hair around the forehead, body,
and the prisoner said : “I wish to say one
room, and the coroner's jury gathered aionnd
cap
so as to give the hair in the front a
andjpreeision. This apparatus cost word. There are men before me who have asked, w hy does not Air. V. repeat his expost the nameless dead. Below, in the nail- ile
mu -s iii fniit trees usually arises from two and
our fishermen, save all the fish offal of
pointed certainty
every k ind.
in other towns and other communities? Sim$:!, and came into pretty extensive use.
opposite <*nu-e-; want of food and too much of it. It is all wanted; we can never supply tlu- demand,- appearance; and the brow consequently preof dice, the noise and strife ot gambling
sworn to lie—God knows that.
God is my
because credulity pays better titan skep- j rattle
sents an arched Iook— at a
\N h«
Main! nourishment, ie in poor soils, is -up- and it w ill always bring a good price.
W'hal a contrast
very little trouble THE 'ITALIAN HAND AND THE AUISTOCUATI)' strength to-day. 1 wish you all good-bye, ply
broke sadly on the ear
of this j
anil
tinmountebank
ticism,
and
As
apostles
for
her
NAIL.
expense.
h- I n ithei w ood nor fruit buds can well grow,
Respecting your other subject of inquiry—“fish
gentleman." The Sheriff, saying that the new te'ltision are too shrew to kill, for a pres- j None seemed to heed the spi-.-taele abo\ <■ them
KV KIIKOWs,
iif uaiian women ot
od tiiilur* oj friiit i" ilie re-uh ; while over-fed trees culture”—1 have time now lo say only this, that this
mgn ranx in tne mu- lime for the execution had come, exclaimed : ent advantage, the goose that i.i\-for them | or take w arning of the aw fill judgment
on time painted the
suddenh pronounced, ’flu* games went on
is a great field of enterprise and of profit
w il; run to wood, at the expense of fruit buds, and
palms of their hands, so “May God have mercy on your soul,” and so many golden eggs.
opening | they arc penciled or painted with India ink,
Our Ameri- launched Miller into eternity. The drop fell
and the low voiecs ot the jury and tin w d
mii-e a failure of fruit also.
For the first cause* before us. This very season will show that we can which gives them a dark, yet not black, rath- as to produce a delicate effect.
can women of the
nesses were scarcely heard in the uproar
present day follow to some at a quarter past one o’clock. There was not
lailun ,—reducing the top -»• a- to put the tree stock all our rivers with fish, at very small cost and er bluish appearance, at a trifling cost and
nia, cousin Bill, lie’s in the parloi
extent their example, and not only paint their the least motion after the fall, and no
ueath. Men could not pau-o in tied eag.
with
little
and
when
a
trouble,
taken
as
the
Soon
I
in
loud into fewer branches, just
quiververy large profit.
con-i hand hut
you reduce
hope to be able lo sup- |
nection with the use of
powder it. They also paint the ing. His pulse ceased beating in 11 minutes, with sister .lane, and he keeps luting her." strife of hazard. What if a dead man lay a
• k in scant fodder times, is a
proper treatment, lily the readers of my old friend—The Republican
“What! William luting my Jane?”
blue veins upon their delicate white skin, so but the body
hove? They were hazarding the earning
hung 27 minutes, the toes withI’.El.I.ADONN A !(u; THK EYES,
vud then this should he done moderately,as exees- Journal—with some more definite information on
“Yes’ni. T seed him do it ever so many that should be devoted to a family's neces-.it i.as to produce
a poetical and
in two inches of the bottom of the gallows.
quite
pleasing
that subject.
Yours trillv,
ivc pruning will cause thi- food to expend itself in
the
I
s. Tjikvi
gives
upper part of the face a languish- effect. Cream paste is also applied to the His neck was completely dislocated. The times. Bit her right on the mouth, and the the bread, max -be. ot their children. U hat
-1__
uhlesome sprout- and suckers. Pruning out only
i mg, half-sentimental, half-sensual look, which hands.
Blue penciling is done, and French Doctors were Stiles and Clark, of Windsor, tarnal gal didn’t holler a hit, mother.”
need they care ? The insanity of gaining ran
!
is very much admired, because it is
t hranehes. a- h. fore directed, and supplying food
“Ah, never mind, Ned I guess he didn't riot in their veins.
of various kinds are restored to. Tenney, of Hartford, Palmer, of Ludlow,
The pale wife's tears, tin
supposed
preparations
Canada Thistle.
“J.
If.,"
.Mi.
Del.
Pleasant,
to aflord an index of the woman's nature—a
a the root- i- tin* true remedy.
In the other case, |I We have
The nail also receives its share of attention,
children's w ail were harder far to meet. in.I
of Chester. The friends took the hurt her much."
published so much upon the subject of
Harrington,
piett.v index, truly, when it costs about ,st^ and is not only regularly trimmed and clean“Hurt her, eraekey ! why, she loves it, -he vet meet them
•'here nourishment produce- wood and not fruit, 1 eradicating the Canada Thistle in former years that
they must, for they had < put
body to Riehford, Vermont. The prisoner
it is not to be wondered at that you have seen noth- and an hour or two’s work.
cos she kept a letting him, and didn't
The belladonna ed, but colored and rubbed with a white had two wives
)u
.t pruning induces hearing, bv cutting off a
does;
hazard ot the ea t
the
all
of
por- |
their
One
them
has
upon
living.
ing since January. The methods are. mow just be- ! is sometimes applied to the eyes in a
lonof tbe tree root.
This i- done by digging a fore
liquid powder, applied with a brush of soft leather. written affectionately but. never visited the say nothing, luit just smacked her lips as i| can reconcile it to hi- feeling to see death up
it blooms, and keep mowing as often as il i form,
into
as
it were ; and has
I seed it all through on the battle field : death by tloo.l and pe t,
it was good, she did.
dropped
them,
in neh a foot and a half
THE COltSF.T AMI THE WAIST.
deep and a fool wide around grows. Smother it out with a straw stack. Salt it a
jail. The same rope was used that hung C. the
tendency to dilate the pupil, and to impart
key-hole. I’ll fire talers at him the ne\t lonee ; but death in a gambling bouse seems
the tree, three or four feet from it for standard trees, and let the sheep eat if.
Cut oil' the stems and put j
in 1864, and the Wards in 1867. Horace
Of
course our fashionable belle has both of Burnett,
it
an
to
and
eager
salt on the roots.
pensive look. Now, as
time, see if 1 don’t.”
"Who cares for the dead man
Any one can destroy it if lie ,
,.ud a le-s distance for dwarfs,
out of place.
according to their keeps at it. Mr. Beecher
and the more she has of the former, Stanley and Henry Welcome, convicted mursuggests to try to’cultivate | belladonna is, in its very principle, a poison, these;
"Take the fellow out
-./* :
some one will say.
tie- trench to he filled with
were in cells within a few feet of the
derers,
soil.
has
of
she
it
as
a
the
less
poorer
the latter. The
crop, and then il will be beset by all possible the ultimate result of its use in
|
At last the iinpn-si
A number of versifiers live well in New go on with the game."
any form! probably
scaffold.
'ul,nK tn e". however, require a large growth of pests. We suspect, by the wav, that our corres- save where it
to
do with the
operates medicinally in scarlet corset has a great deal
figure,
York
to peowas over, the dead man removed, and the
has not the Canada Thistle but a plant comby
supplying
wood
thut it thi- forms at the
poetrv
pondent
grave-yard
as everybody—even the unmarried
is highly injurious not
man_
expense of fruit, mon in
resumed tin
only to the
Delaware, and often called bv that name, fever, etc.,
A sketch writer in California delivered a ple who hav e been bereaved of their friends brilliantly lighted halls again
ihcre i- gain and not loss: in the end.
Hoot-pruning which is the Horse-nettle, Solatium 'Vrolinen sc. eyes but to the general system, and yet this knows. Where great pressure on the corset
and relatives by deaths. They carefully pe- exeitmeilt of the game: and one entering
e
required only when wood persist- in forming too This is quite as bad as the Canada Thistle, but mav use of belladonna lor the purposes of fraud is desired—where the woman is very fleshy Sunday School address, which is better than ruse the
newspaper obituary column every there an hour afterwards would never suand wishes to reduce her bust, or very proud anything Mark Twain can do, and of which
much, after sufficient growth of the tree; and where, be conquered by persistent work. Agriculturist.
and fashion is known to at least ten
percent.
from it the places of death pect that death had so recently snatched t
the
is
an example: “You boys day, anil select
her
and
wishes
to
reduce
following
in garden culture, where land is rich and scarce,
of
the
our women of
whalewaist,
society; and the price of
|
I New Orient.'
where they imagine a few dollars can he mad« victim front among them
to
be
kind
to
little
A
sisters.
1
Ant-Hills.
of
the
bones
are
American
for
corset
the
correspondent
ought
very
your
*i i« an object
belladonna a« a drug has risen in conseto dwarf the tree** -o a-to haven
replaced by steel.
to soothe the feelings or Picayune, .1 tine
f>y
once
knew
a
bad
who
Entomologist
says that a few sliced onions, buried
struck
his
rhymes
sister
writing
a
And
a
the
boy
pressure can be reguby regulator
renter variety of them.
in the ant-hill, will cause the ants to leave il. A quence.
blow over the eye. Although she didn’t fade flatter the vanity of tender-hearted survivors.
lated to any desired degree.
When PkpnkI* On no subject, scarcely, is there gill of kerosene oil, poured into the orifices of the ENAMEL AS AN Afl>I.ILATION TO THE EEMAI.E
and
die
in
the
summer
time, when the June The price of these effusions is often as low as
Corsets are also oftentimes well padded about
Too Lati:. A young couple eloped trom
will secure the same result.
FACE AND NECK.
greater diversity of opinions; some advising one nests,
seldom higher than ¥10.
the waist and hips, so as to give the part a roses were blowing with sweet words of for- twenty-live cents, and
! a neighboring town lately and when at a s;.n
oin** of year, some another; so that no season is
Paint and powder, as will be seen
1
soon
giveness on her pallid lips, she rose up anil
distance front home, were married
present- rounded look, and also to render the
Were it not for the improved machinery now in
An inventive genius has produced an appawithout its friends. Let experience and reason be
ly, are important ingredients of the visible of the corset itself more comfortable.“perch”
use upon our farms,
after an officer was sent in pursuit, and ar
Their hit himover the head with a rolling pin, so ratus w hich he
particularly reapers, mowers, face of the belle of the
cure
for
He
is
a
or guide here.
snoring.
says
and threshing-machines, it woul’d be
period. But there is strength and flexibility combined are re- that he, couldn't go to Sunday School for over fastens
at the hotel where they were stopping
utterly imposupon the nose a gutta pereha tube riving
a month on account of his not being able
When, thirty odd years ago, without experience sible to supply the home consumption ofgrain in another element of the fashionable female markable, and the strain to which
he entered their room, and found them snug
are
they
of
the
ear.
tins
the
Whento
leading
tympanum
m much
reading on the subject, we began fruit-tree the country. Supposing the grain was all cut by countenance which is rapidly running into put by women is even more wonderful, cases to pul on his best hat."
in bed, when the young lady -aid w ith a
old-fashioned sickle, the
ever the snorer snores, he himself receives
of flourwould be extensive vogue.
We refer to enamel.
been known where the becorseted
raising, we did the work “as our fathers," and so high as to prevent the price
having
finds
how disagreeable ringing laugh:
the first impression,
laboring classes in our
The enameling of female faces and busts woman has
•
*wer\ body else did, without any thought of the cities from using the article.
absolutely employed her friends
•Tell mil it is too late we hav e be.-n lo u
Beer is a pretty big thing according to the it is, and of course reforms.
is
now a branch of masculine
business, and is or her maid to pull in her waist by means of figures presented at the Brewers’
what, tbe how or the when.
ried some time, and have been in bed halt an
Having some line
Congress.
A
lucrative.
quite
•
chiropodist on Broadway cords and manual strength, while several inAn experienced orehardist
six million barrels of it were sold in
ouug apple trees which needed pruning, as we then
Words. Kind words make other people good hour. Snuggle up. Oeorge. and don't get
says that apple trees devotes a
deal of time and attention to stances have been recorded where the would- Nearly
The capital used to produce this natured. Cold words freeze people, and hot out of lied for him.
1864.
thought, some quite large limbs were cut off late in two years old are better for setting out than those this line olgood
of A more advanced age, and will
trade, while a man called Saus- be-small-waisted one has
the bed- quantity is valued at one hundred and five words scorch them, and bitter words make
produce fruit as
April. The result was the wounds, made ip tbe soon after
being transplanted, all other thing- being son imitates his example. The process of post for a similar purpose.employed
A small waist is million dollars, and the number of
tune of the lull sap flow, hied
not
What kind of sweetmeats did they have m
badly, Throwing
persons them bitter, and wrathful words make them
equal, a- trees four or five years old.
this enameling b somewhat curious. The reckoned
among women at sixteen inches. employed is stated at forty-one thousand.
wrathful
the ark3 Preserved pair
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court in the meanwhile taking evidonee with closed doors. On every adjournStatement of Edman Spangler. A Victim o
ment of the court, if only for an hour, I was
Edwin M. Stanton.
j returned to my cell and the closely-fitting
hood placed over my head. This continued
Tile Washington correspondent of the Xov | till
June 10, 18(5.0, when 1 was relieved from
|
lurk World furnishes that paper with thofol the. torture of the
but my hands and
| limbs remained hag, manacled.
i!
win
statement
Edman
of
heavily
Spangler,
lowing
On one Sunday, while I was confined at
\va> tried and sentenced by a military com
i this place (the Washington Arsenal), 1 was
mis-ion in May. 1A(W, on a charge of being
visited by a gentleman of middle stature,
engaged in th< plot to assassinate President ; rather stout, with full beard and gold-framed
Lincoln, and pardoned by President Johnson ! spectacles. lie noticed my manacles and
padded head. I afterwards learned that he
slATKMKNT OK HUMAN SPANGLER.
It
was Mr. Stanton, the Scretary of War.
I have deemed it due to truth to prepare foi
is proper to state that when the hood ttas
the
a
tinu
publication
followingstatoment—at
on me, Capt. Munroe said it was by
w hen
1 hope the temper of the people wil 1 placed
order of the Secretary of W ar. My first
me
a
give
patient hearing—of my arrets, tri
thought was that I was to be hung without
I and imprisonment, for
alleged complied; trial, and the hood was preparatory to that
in the
plot to assassinate President Lincoln act.
1 have suffered much, blit 1 solemnly asset1
The first time that 1 ever saw Mrs. Surratt
now. as I alwys have since I was arraignedfo
trial at the "Washington Arsenal, that 1 wai was in the Carroll Prison yard, on Capital
1 did not see her
until we were
Hill.
entirely innocent of any fore or after know!- taken into court the firstagain at the arsenal.
day
Booii
Wilkes
of
John
the
w
hich
crime
dge
cell was on the same corridor with hers,
pimnittcd—sa\e w hat 1 knew in eommor My
time 1 was taken
with cwrvbodv after it took place. Ilurthei and I had to pass it every
looked into her cell,
into court. 1
deinnly'assert that John Wilkes Booth, oi a small room frequently
about four feet wide by seven
anv other person, never mentioned to me any
feet long. The only thing in her cell was an
plot, or intimation of a plot, for theabductior old mattress
laid on the bricks and an army
or assa-sination of President Lincoln; that 1 ;
see the irons on her feet, as
lid not know when Booth leaped from the blanket. I could
was generally lying on the mattress, and
she
he
that
had
the
shot
Mr
ai
theatre,
iage
Lincoln: and that 1 did not, in any wav, sc was the last one brought into court. She occourt near the prison door.
a seat in
help me'tlod, assist ill his escape; and f fur- cupied
ther declare that 1 am entirely innocent ol The seat was twelve inches high, and the
chains between the irons on Ikt feet were so
my and all charges made against me in that
1 never knew either Surratt, short that she always had to be assisted to her
omieetiQii.
seat.
She was so sick at one time that the
Payne, At/crodt, Arnold or Harold, or any
court was compelled to adjourn.
; the so-called
nor
did
I
evei
conspirators,
On the 17th of July, about midnight, I was
•co
any of them until they appeared in cusa steamboat, and arrived the
While
.dy
imprisoned with Atzorodt, Payne | conveyed attoFortress
Monroe, and was thence
oid Hamid, and after their trial was over. I next day
w tallowed a few minutes’ exercise in the taken to the gunboat Florida.
I managed to get along comfortably for a
1 heard the three unite it:
prison yard.
to some of the prisoners the
a
j
-vrting Mrs, Surratt's entire innocence, anil while, though
.•
knowledge their own guilt, confining the officers were very cruel.
of
last
the
latter
October
1
was
j
part
During
ime, as they did, entirely to themselves, but
in irons and compelled to work with !
implicating the witness, Weiohman, in knoxvl- placed
f did not know j
of the
to abduct! and with an armed sentinel over me.
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changed,

The man who provide* good accommodation** t-.i
tiie traveler, gives him his money’s worth, ami don’t
tukt him in because he is a stranger, deserves well
of his country. Such a man is h who keeps t|,

dining

saloon at Danville .Junction, <m tin Main
entral Hoad. His meals an excellent., there 1plontv ot time to eat, charges modcrah and prep
girls for waiters. \\ fiat nimv ran he desired ;•
t

The largest Methodist salary paid in New Filmland is two thousand five hundred dollars and hou*.
rent, to the pastor of Tromont street church. BoThe largest member-hip, -i\ hundred an-:
ton.
forty-eight, with forty-eight probationers, i- that m
St. Paul’s ehureh, Lowell.

little 1 »<»y. in sliding on the stairrailing ot the school hoii<o, fell down three stories
and >va- kdlcd.
;;

lorlorn hope. “I may structed, which i> not t > he
e.pi Hied «•-. i*11 in
will be advanced,'' is dm the famous “house that Jack built”'—
A cornfield in tin- vicinity of Lewiston is
| motto of every true soldier.
Maine has great natural resource-. and a »-ii»n:11♦
protect
On July nth. the Great Fa-tern witli the new
Will Mr. Ilichborn be guided by tlie same giving vigor to her people
Her soil i.-lhe I > -1 and <••1 from the ravages of erov. 1 »y the fearful waving
•! !••, was l.'tOT west of IP,, ♦, and
French
ven
her 1<nvd lie- largest in New England. H r fron- of fen «nperaniiated hoop-skirts.
he
Will
subordinate
interest tier upon th ocean invite- to commerce, and no
high,resolve?
thing going \v»U.
N -\v »lamp-hire lia- passed u State <
oiiMtubuhtry
to principle, and give up present comforts State has greater advantages for shipbuilding or
Sad A'vir»i \t
lav. and pandemonium is t*» be let loo-., in that
By the upsetting of h boat in
l'alieities for successfully eomp. ting IVo* tie
for the large possibilities of the future? It e«|ital
the river m ar Bueksport, on Saturday last, Mi—
carrying trade «if the country! Her ample water stati
waits on!> to he u-ed to >11»>p 1 y the world
l may be said that few men are great except pow.
Four men. named < amphcll, (iillin, .James and Nora Giles, daughter of Ue\. Henry Giles, aged 1
with fabrics ami manufacture-: and when her rail- MeManu-,
e-.-apd from jail at Machias. June 'l?>. was drowned. A gentleman and two other ladi-as opportunities make them so.
lint for the road- are
romplcted that are in progre--. -lie will 'Tin v cut a pice of lead from the end of a conduct- ot
the party were iv-eind.
ha\e
a
new
vantage ground in the raee for growth or. and mad*- a kev with which thev unlocked their
tyranny of George the Third, Washington and
prosperity by her nearer proximitv to conine r- c.-IK
< arelt
mow im_ machine co-i
would have lived and died an unknown Vir- eial centrehandling of
and her easier a«
t<> tin mark, iSt*ward ha-got to -aeramento. w hen tle v tired < upturn Neal, of Gardim r. tbml- of two tingi rginia planter. The stormy waves of the the Ida -I and th Wed.
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gun- in Id- honor.
A littl* boy named \Yilli> Da\i-.
•! -t\env,.,iI hat Maine has great natural tv-ouivr iwas shot and -eriou-iv wmimhd b\ ,t
pl.ivmu*
Near < hewnne ha- been discovered an immen*.ideneed b\ tin1 fact that -he p »d*;,-«-d tie
tract of land covered with edible lntishrooms of exMonday. It was the old -b*n of pla\iug with
commanding miiid that produced that resolu- traordinary -i/. and d- iicious flavor. One is spoken pistol.
No State eould compass -m b
wands, of which V i- seven inch's in diameter with a stem
army officer, lint for tile efforts of lloua- tion.
A -peeial to the Portland Advertiser m-m Booif
two in lx
thick, and which weighed a pound.
one
of
to
create
tlie
a
from
most
bay. says a party of ladies and gentleman in -m
great resources, liappi's conparte
navy
unprom- [ except
lie’ I’udu li
Locke company i- it Lewiston.
boat, rowing from the schooner Josephine "wanton
ising material. Nelson would never have! joined w ith a (dimate gi\ ing vigor t<» her pro
to Mouse Island, were run down and -unk by t!,
Lie.
of V.igusta, and F. < obnrn, Ls<p, ot
•Judge
the
-eiiooner
soil assertion is happily thrown in—- >ko\vbegan,
Sultan,
t he u if- ot t .reenlow uni
shook the waves with his thunder, or made ph*.
pa-s d through Portland Tuesday, en the wife Young
oft asWell were «|r«>\i !!•-• I. 'file bt.di
mute for the west end of Lake
but
we
have
the
our
whence
Nile
doubts
and
fears
and
Without
ah-mt
it.
Superior,
possible
Trafalgar.
have not yet been recovered.
they propose explorin'" westward
the Norththe fervid piety and womanly trust of Isabel- \\ hether the soil i- best, depend' ,»n the crop ern Pacific Itailroad route. 'These upon
t he m groi'A of
gentlemen will
Wa-hLnglon an in troubh agaii.
—this time in eonsef|uen -e <*i ilm negro barb-i
la, Columbus would have seen the new world you want to raise. We have -ecu some toler- be absent until fall, s., -ays the Portland Argus.
to -have men of their own <»ho
ftf-mg
only in his prophetic \isions. The great in- ably fair harvests of boulders ready to be <*en. ( aldwcll ha- -ailed for Valparaiso, where

Trench

revolution lilted Napoleon to the
French throne, who else would have buried
his splendid genius in the idle life of a French

e\

he i- jo hi consul.

Men .// .<OuU gathered, and Mosquito Mountain hears a
terpreter of nature has written
j
thin', arc masters of their fates." To Mr heavy crop of granite. Hut in thi- line New
Ilichborn that tine* i- /Ter. Let him but con- Hampshire discounts u- in the AVhite Hill-, a••

FOB GOVF.BXOB,

Franklin

Smith,

sider tin* aspects i>l the

case.

The

•Major Harrison Baker, idrmcrlv of the Augusta
!foils*-, is negotiating fora live years' lea.se of the
hoti-e. aile)* the expiration of the present lease.
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\\ eatherslicld doe- in onions.

republican

ITEMS, do.
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annual
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speaker Blaine ha- had the degree ot L. L. If. iin stockholder- M ih* B* lfn-t ami Moo-eU t,i
Her forests. are tli*• largest in New Kng- conferred upon him at Bates College. Tin* leading Lake Kariloud win ln*ld in thicity <>n \\ dm *-d.t»
are
land." W<* fear they are large enough for radical spirits in in. lower branch of ( ojigr*
lluyford, E*q., President, -ubmiu* d a report t
THE LABOR QUESTION IN THE SOU I H.
the atVair.s of the corporation for the past year,
the whole radical party of the State to get Dr. Bluim and Dr. Butler.
Now that the schemes of radicalism have who falls short of the requirements of its
Tie Waierville Mail, the radical paper in («cner«l eompunied by the reports of the resident rngim
w
iinoui
*»!
in,
Aim
rehis
In
List
compagunie
message he questioned I
been carried out to their fullest extent, and friends.
Smith'- town, liand-om- ly compliment- that gentle- ami the treasurer. \Y« copy tin coneludiny. portion
cent advices from the city of Lewiston indi-i
the negro has not only been emancipated, but the principle of prohibition. He was ready
ot the report of the Pre-ident,
man.
gising a ...mi
cate
that
a
clerical
has
discovered
politician
statement of the condition of tin ciilcrpri-.
has declared the purpose to work no more, iii veto mo eonsiaimiary inn, inaL itn-ii m ns
h ro k
into th,
-tarn* of Mr. Thomas. a
that there are
bears in those wood-/
It appears from these report-:
and to devote hi- energies to politic- and the liirili. Tiio nominating convention passed a I
tith kiaan, of (iardiner. and cut the throat of his
1.
That the length of the mad from BHfn-i i.
Our
frontier
on the ocean
doubi]es- “in- h«»r-»—fr«*m
and
frivolous
ithat
a
resolution,
|
revenge, as is supposed,
Burnham i- thirty-three ami one-half mile-.
pursuit of oilier, the owners of the fertile mocking
vites to commerce," and under Deneu vatic
a snare.
delusion
and
That of thi> distance then* have been brought
brief
The
of
is
j
Boric
of
the
South
thualludlands
are easting about for some!
reign
Secretary
!<»
an
actual *iih-grade eight and llnvg f..tilth
Hut ed i" bv an unregenerate rhymer of the jireNow if Mr. Ilieliborn is a sincere temper- rule that invitation w.i- r. sponded to.
new class of laborers with the needed quali( mile-.
alas for this and all kindred advantage- now.
I’ll
tell
a story
anee man, one acting from
u.
That
you
lirnv
can
\
averaging the amount done *.n ti.
principle,
fications. The fact that men of pure while
About Old Mother Boric.
j lie lend liis name and influence
whole line, there have been graded fourteen amt
u- in
to this wrong?! The cross of Sr. (reorge ha
-upplauted
And
now my story’s begun;
blood cannot tabor in die hot climate and i
one-tifth miles, or more than two-iifth- <*f ih.
If her timbers had been stronger,
Is lie not bound to assume the tendered lead- carrying trade even to mir own principal
whole length of the road from B* Ifa-t t«> Burnham.
malarious bottom and swamp lands, is a set-1
she'd
have
lasted
a little longer—
4.
That the total quantity ot
nth*..ml r«»«•«
and i- kepi from
our
of
who
those
contend
ports,
an
nonopoli/.iug
ae-|
against
But now her story’s done.
tied one.
cuvation, and loose rock io b« removed oil U,
Fevers, agues, bilious disorders' ership
trade
b\
and on--half mile
evil? Surely in such a cause In- coasting
n
u!
only
express prohibition.
General Butler -ays
it is always be.it to take ! thirty-three
and choleras rise up like angel- of death1 knowledged
Her water power waits only to be u-ed,‘‘ | things as wo and them.” That's what he always ! yards.
can trust the
verdict of tin- future, and wait
o.
That
the quantity actually removed up t.» th.
from the disturbed soil. A race that enjoys*
It is ver\ obliging of the wak power, does if they have anv value ns property. [Louis- | tlivt day of duly inst.’wa* i»t:;!up.i cubic surd-.
for coming rewards. Lot him consider the &c.
v ill.* Journal.
immunity from these afflictions can alone de- j
within 43,044 yard* of one-half ot
ili. wh-.e
and
for
one we feel under
forlorn hop;-of the old anti-slavery men, and
obligation in view
All the deceased Booth family, including John j quantity.
velopcthe agricultural riches that slumber in
the present realization of mmv than lln-ir most of tlie fuel. 1 >ut we beg our radical friend.-, Wilkes, have been buried by the side of their gifted i ji. 'That for thi- work there ha- l» u p:bd md
these virgin tract-, ready to bo gathered in
will become due tin- conirador- on ih** inuth e
Or if it In- possible m ini- not to compel loo long :i waiting, le-t it re
j father, at Baltimore.
duly. jsl-J0,U7s,v»*j.
the nhape of corn, rice, cotton and tobacco. sanguine hope-.
7. That adding togdln r tin on p.-r c. nt. r.
it
suit
as
must
to
m-r"
who
he.
s
Mr. 11. a mercenary man. with an ey e ;
In extra polite circles the night-marc i- now termp- the;
any
It must he a people with the negro's capacity agine
e«l from tin- contractor-, tin
\<-<
..f work l*»m
ed.
the nocturnal horse ot the feminine gender.'
too
At
least
to temporal rewards, even in that narrow view
waiting
waterpower
gi\«long.
over tin* eomraet price per mil*-, ami the
a
to withstand the climate, and divested of his
Hie New Bruiisvvickers have 300,000 bushels of roekwork and masonry dom- over tin avenue
>,
the ease i- not unpromising.
Is it to lie sup- 1 everybody a chance to -laud from under.
the
whole
line,
makespy,;.n;;.|_»
worth
..|
>>,„*.
proponsilyto ape the white race in manner of j
lhiilroad matters are \ cry tender!\ touched potato*.-- that they want to sell us, hut can’t pay the i done
that the Lord i- not to make his st*r- |
contractorlimn* than tin
posed
has.
re*
i>
by
dm > of l'i cents in gold.
The same i- true of him- I
living, social custom-and politic-..
pay for.
in lie.
Mints comfortable in this world?
Assuredly 1 in reference to their superior speed
b. v and a great many other product*.
Such a people may he found in the MonBy the term-of till lea-.* tin roa*l i- h b.- comraee for growth and pro-perity."
Doubtle-s
more
than
that
the
inot
ultinot,
pleted on tin first day of November. |.*70; .uni tL«-j
any
right
of
race
(he
east—the
A
-<*ho..l-te;teher
vvato
i
golian
yellow-skinned,
impress up- iendeavoring
reason for believing that it will b«- dom- b«
mately to triumph.
Why shall not tln-se he who travels in that wav will gel ahead of »n her -ele»l:n*s the terrible punishment of Nchtichad- fontgood
that tim.. It i- the intention of tin contract u
almond-eyed Asiatic tribe-. They are hardy, i
Hut ne/zar. She t«»ld them that for seven years he ate to have the grading lini-hed thi- -**a-on.
event- happily conjoin for the temporal ad- those who go afoot or ride velocipede-.
ava.*s like a cow.
Jus| then
-malt boy *-k- d;
patient, industrious, tractable and economiIn conclusion h<- umi* r-igm*il congratulate- th
of Air Ilichhnrn? The -ulforaiiee is the engineer and the veloeipedist are .dike in
1 >id lie give milky”
stockholder- ami tin public upon tm- -pmls comcal. Bred in a tropical climate, they are on-! vantage
beone
each
a
u
Fifteen
excursion
have
nder
carloads of children from the pletion of this favorite cnti rpri-*
only the temporary -oofling of the yyieked,
Previou- sex
particular—they
aided to withstand its effects, and to labor in
lions, embarra-.-ments ami di-couiagenieni- h.
the denunciation of venal parly pres.-es, to be hind. Still we are d-u/o'ful about that phra-e upper Kennebec were recenlly let loo*e in tin* v i- j lh-t
to more hopeful indiealion-. Whit,
situations that to white men would be deadly.
giving
place
einitv of Augusta.
th* lease of tin* road upon .*u<*li favorable termfollowed by the adulation of the same instru- “the race for growth." Hirersdon't grow--,
They are identical with the Coolies that have ! ment- in the
1
Tic- -bate Prison at Thomastim contain- 1»UJ con- ! peculiarly gratifying t<> tin uetis. and p* r-i-t< in
and
more
are
lean,
the
future. And if the worst comes, they
proverbially
they
vie!*.
the
number
ever
there at one time.
labored on Cuban plantations with so much
largest
j friend* of the enterprise, it .-annul fail to win hack
Hu! rile won-’
the favor of those who made that the only condition
if the legions of Satan In- over powerful, and race the leaner they become.
(g
Hon.
has
another
million
and
hate
beer
to
demon-traled
orge Peabody
given
.success,
ho;
;
precedent to tin* payment "L their -ul»-« riptioh
the banner of reform goes down, where could derlu! radical philosopher- ma\ have a wav dollars lo b added to hialready magnificent fund There would now -com to he m* reason why !.,
superior to negro laborers.
of
the
lawo4‘
in
natma
thimatbe more graciously suffered? It
gone* should not he by-gone-: and it i- conndent'v
for the promotion of education in the Lnited States
reversing
A movement lias been quietly going on in martyrdom
expected that all who have hitherto withheld th.
yvas Addison, we think, who in hi- last mo- ter, as they profe-.- to have in everything
Mr. T. Briggs Smith, of Portland, bus invented a payment of their a-se.--m**ni- will tmss
prompt!,
the South for a trial of this labor on the
1
It is made of solid respond t«> th** *-all of tin* Trea-iuvr.
And it is apparent that they have rid- -landing rigging for ship-.
ment-, sent for the yyieked Lord Chesterfield, else.
round bar iron, with a spring attachment rendering !
Southern .plantations, and has resulted in a
T'h*1 lease i- ample security for tin* pnyim-m
and hid him
behold how a Christian could den and raced the cot ntr\ till there i- nothing it elastic at will, which lias been approved of bv the six per cent. *»n th** preferred -took, ami mak. r.
(‘.all for a Convention of Southern agriculturIf
die.’’
such an example be needed now, of healthy growth oi» prosperity visible even principal -hip builders and owners of New York non-preferred .-tock good lor at Ica-^tis.* and thi*
and Boston, particularly by underwriter-, and con- fourths per cent.
ists at Memphis, on the l:!th of duly, to per\- tin* -lock t- * \*-iupi ir*>in
should our Stockton friend hold his political to the trusting eve < f failh.
-ideivd by practical men as destined to revolution- ; ation for l* n year- it i- a- good a- eight p**i
fect a plan for forwarding < hinese emigration.
i/ the standing rigging of vessels.
taxable
-eeuritie-.
U'hilc *>tIn r (‘ommuniti*
!.
life at a pin’s fee ?
Is it not
Maine i- a good, lice, lil'dierly old Mute,
It will be participated in by delegates from
Ib-v
L Milder (’oan contribute- t<» the- Bangor been obliged t<» mak- great pecuniary -acrili
(tetter to Wear tile martyr*.- crown.
with
soil and everything elneedful in
build
Railroad- that i.Tordrd them >-ut ompar*.»i*
all portions of the South. A noted <'hinese
Whig -ome p-»ctr> entitled The Midnight Bugle,” iv
Than the apostille’- thing stain."
-light advantage.-. B**!fa-i -md 'in* io.su- -.<.*•
a!>imdanee, e xcept a change .»f admiui--i ra- —probably tic- re-nit of an addition to the family.
tin; line ot tin* B. A M. 1.. K. It. ha', had th* r
resident in sail Francisco, Koopmanshaaf, an
We know yylnit appliances will In hr,night
tion.
It is a good Mate to be born in. and to!
In a divorce a>. in Indiana, a letter from the de 1 fortune to secure a Railroad that pmini-.-- them
emigrant agent who has already brought to to hear on tlii- ease by radical politician-.
Hut it isn't paradise, any more than f aidant vva- read, in which she suit 1 that -he w as ; ealeulahle benelits without subjecting them-. Is
in.
that port over dli,000 Chinamen, will cornel Intimation- from high ipiarti-rs at Washing-' slay
unable to be present, hut she hogged the court for ! to a farthing’- loss—thank- to tin* hgidaiit-n t.
the rest of the thirty-seven. We are neither1 Bod’- sake and
her sake to let her husband have the j allow- nnnticiptrlidf'.t to build Railroad*-- c
over the Pacific Railroad to attend the ('(in- ton will come, to Stockton
yvitlii
thank* also to the people for their sagacity
freighted
our.-u
brother to (he sun nor sister to the moon. Tin* \ decree, mid the court granted her request.
and steadfiistn*
m making -m b legi-latioi,
is a
vention, and give his advice and aid in per- promises of this Consulship, or that Collect-i
Two
!
immen-e
lobsters
from
J.
W.
Jones’
can't
lie
under
tin*
drink
lemonable.
trees,
paekpeople
botjse at Busline, passed through the city the other
or-hip, or a snug berth at the Capitol, It is
fecting a scheme of direct immigration.
Th* l**a-c of ill*- road mint al-o cobalt. Mu pi:,
ade, eat peaches and play on jew
harps all day. ami received the attentions of an admiring i of the city and other municipal bund* i--m*d in >e
It may he objected that this is not a choice a device as old as the day when the devil took !
the year round. Tin* cur-e of Adam is on u- » crowd at otir office; they were bright and lively. ; of its eonstru«*tion. and render them th. -at.
and a- their thnibs were not
there wen* ! and mo*t desirable s»*curiti**s in tin* market.
population to introduce largely into this coun- the Savior into the high mountain. Such ar- !
all, and the sweat of the brow mu-t < arn our few bold enough to shake handsplugged
with them. [PortAll of which is rc*pcetfullv -tdnnitbd.
try, inasmuch as they are repulsive in person, guments to ordinary minds are powerful, j bread—that
land
A. 11 \ V»*'< >R 1 >
Tran-eript.
i>, all except the bondholders, and
in
are
habits,
and
The
of
"saint
is
uncleanly
unmitigated
President <>t B. A M. I It. R. <
potency
-educing gold"
j for them some hod v else mu-i sweat. It i- a tie (.ardiner lb-porter know a young lady that
1st
ip.
Belfast,
7,
duly
heathen. Rut against these may be matched proyerhial.
Hut they are potent only with:
i- raising pea-nuts.
niei* thing to .-went by proxy, «»;u* of the rad
h was Noted to redm*** tin-number oi lnr.-ct..,
their patient industry and contentment with weak and wicked men. There are those yvhn !
< 11ieagii threaten- to have a Jubilee that -hall beat
trom thirteen to nine, *md th* follow in* p<
ical inventions of which w** trust the patent
..
a lowly lot.
Bo-ton’- 'leu tlioii-and hog- will b* irained to NNere cho-en :
I'jion the whole, we shall not he stand on principle, as the firmly builded Mi- will
with the present administration.
expire
-<|ileal harmoniously and melodiously.
A. I fay ford. n. 1.. Millik.-n
surprised to find, when the new labor system not’- lighthouse i- rooted in tin-everlasting ! It is a
,1. u. l»i. k u-i.
pity that he author of these resolu1. «. olburn. K.-ub. n -d>:.
shall he fully inaugurated, that the country rock. The storm-may blow, the yyavesmav!
A solii iiou- parent recently -cut his daughter to’ W. 11. Simpson, W
>
tions didn't have himself photographed, and. a noted oculist to -ee it' -he could be cured of \v inkB. TergUson. -l. H. Ivalcr, Llia
'Itllik. i,
has made a gain by the exchange. In Cali- assail, but. amid all tin- rage of the tempest ;
to
certain
iwont
-he
to
meet
in
on
t
in
earn
bning
acquaintancepresent
per-»n attending the
v
.'>ub*eqtiently at a mcctiui: ..I i(:. I»11«
.,
the -tivet.
fornia, the Chinese are worked in almost all tin- cheering and guiding light shines out.
Ve ill ion.
\\ e should lt:i \ e cherished our cop \
lla\lord NVas eho-eii IT* -id«*ut, .lolm 11
tn-w
the
Whether
flic laborious employments, their faithfulness,
I In- grasshoppers
is u burden in the KocWy
luminary lighted at Port- most
1. * olburn, fn ii'iu
Terk, ami NN
remarkably.
Mountain region—the w hob- country being overrun
frugal habits, and low wages demanded, giv- land is of t hi description, or whether it will |
The
de\
st.
ihe
glorious Fourth w a* \. r\ mildly .. hd.rae- I
oiiring pi
by
ing them tlm preference. The Pacific Rail- prove a false light to lure honest craft- to do- j
hen >n Saturday, principally t.y attending-the
VIRGINIA ELECTION
A southern paper insinuates ihut gentlemen who
road beyond the Rocky Mountains was built .-(ruction, remain- to be seen. We -hall see.
pari their hair in tie middle thereby imitate the ni'. Small, pop, sprue, and other I*. .i- wviv t,
Ah election took place in till- wi.ii.
.in
mainly by their labor, and it is claimed that
wisdom of Solomon, who once proposed to settle a ; he had in abundance, hut nothing
-ir-.ng.r u .uv
S|*AN.;|.Ki:’- SlATI.MhM'.
We call the at- I im.-day lasl, lor (Anonim* and mlmr sialt' dispute between two women by parting the heir in 1
they excelled other classes of workmen.
»n» I r- ha,
public places. A few indi\ idiial*
the middle.
The Chinese population of California now tention of our n ailers in die .-tateineiil, in ollirot's, members of ('ontiYe-s, ami mi the
got more ihan the regulation aliowanc.
p,.p
A London tle ati leal manager thought It an atl ie
of the m*\v ('nnsliiulimi.
that beverage, and becalm- m -;
iul ,aio
The
one of ratification
exceeds
and the
is in- another column, "I Ldman
OF WATERVII.I,F.

closely confinevery regulation,
allowed to eomunieate with no one for
was arrest.-a on tne morning ot me tout ed and
The pretence for this, I after>a April, Is,;:,, and with Kitterspaugh (also a four months.
ene -hitler) taken to the police station on wards learned, sprang from an attempt of Dr.
K street, between Ninth and Tenth. The Mudd to escape.
Col. St. (ieorge Leger (irenfel, aged tid
ergeani. alter questioning me closely, went
sick ami went to the Doctor
w ith two
policemen to search for Peanut John j years, was takenfrom
work. The Doctor de(the name of the boy who held Booth's horse j to get excused
lie then applied to the
the night before) and made to accompany us | dined to exeuse him.
who said that he could not
to the
headquarters of the police on Tenth Provost Marshal,
(irenfel
ireet, where John and [ were locked up, and excuse him if the Doctor couldn't,
Kitterspaugh wu- released. After four hours then tried to work and failed. They then
onflnemeiit 1 was released, and brought be- took him 1o the guard house, tied him up for
mre Judge-! Min and Bingham, and told them half a day, and then took him to the wharf,
1 Booth bringing bis horse to the theatre on tied his hands behind him, tied his legs lo!hi l lth of April (l.Htio).
After this investi- i gether, and put a rope around his waist.
iiiion I said: “What is to bo done with ! There were three officers, heavily armed,
me':" .-11i< 1 they replied: “We know where to who drove spectators from the wharf: I could
tind you when you are wanted," and ordered j see anil hear from my window. The Colonel 1
1 returned to the theatre, where | asked them if they were going to throw him
my release.
I remained until Saturday, when the soldiers j into the water, and they answered, “Yes."
took po-session oi it: but as the officer of ! lie then jumped in, and because he could not
t lit guard gu\ e an at. taehe and my s*-H‘ a pass I sink, they drew him out and tied about forty
■i
-leep there, we retired at 10 p. m., and at pounds of iron to his legs, and threw him in1 a.m. a guard was placed over me, who re- to the water again.and alter lie had sunk
mained until b a. tit. Sunday morning, when twice they pulled him out again, and then
The officers
I \va- released.
I did not leave the theatre compelled him to go to work.
until Sunday evening, and on our return who had him in hand were Lieutenant Robinthi-attache (Carlton by name) and myself j -on. Lieutenant Pike and Captain (ieorge AY.
were arrested by Detective Lamer.
Instead Crabb, assisted by Scrgcnt Michael (Reason
"f taking us to the guard house lie said he and Assistant Military Storekeeper (5. T.
would accompany tts home to sleep there, ! Jackson, who tied the iron on his legs. Cnpbut we all went to Police Headquarters on 5 tain Samuel Peebles tied up (irenfel for sayI'enlli street and when ('arhind asked if we ing that “lie was capable of doing any thing."
were wanted, an officer
sharply saitl “No." Colonel (irenfel was forced to scrub and do
1 returned to the theatre that night,and re- other menial work when he proved lie was so
mained tin-next day till I went to dinner,cor- ill as to have refused to cat his rations for a
ner .'seventh and (1 streets.
That over 1 re- week. All of the officers hated (Irenfel on
mained a few minute-, when Kitterspaugh account of a letter which appeared in a New
t who
worked at the theatre w ith me) came, York paper, which they said (irenfel wrote,
and meeting me said : “I have given my evi- about tying up the prisoner Dunn—which letdenee and would like now to get some of the ter was truthful, as others and myself were
witnesses to the details related. One very
reward."
Pwulked out with Itiuorspaugh for half an stormy night (irenfel, with four others, escaphour, and on returning to lie down left word ed in a small boat and was evidently drownthat it any one called for me to tell them that j ed near the fort. His escape was discovered
! wa- lying down. Two hours after I was : but the storm was so severe that it was deem.•.till'd down stall-- t,,
two gentleman who | ed too dangerous to pursue them, although a
had called lor me.
I'hey -aid that I was i steamer was at the wharf, (irenfel freipiontw anted down -treet.
On reaching the side- ly declared his intention of running any risk
walk they placed me in a hack and drove j to escape, rather than, to use his own words,
rapidly to Carroll Prison, w here 1 was confin- “to lie tortured to death at the fort." Those
de a week. 1 lirec days afterwards Detective, are only two or three instances of the many
Colonel, Baker came to my room, and acts of cruelty practiced at the fort. During
questioned me about the -ale of a horse and my imprisonment at Fort Jefferson- I worked
buggy (which belonged to Booth), and I told very hard at carpentering and wood ornahim all about it freely and readily. On the menal work, making a great many fancyday following I w as called into the office of boxes, ifee., out of the peculiar wood found on
the prison ill order to be recognized by Ner- the adjacent island; the greater portion of
■■int Dye. who merely nodded his head as 1 this work was made for officers.
l»y my inentered and then he left. (Dye subsequunth dustry in that direction, l won some favor
I was released in March the
I.-tilled that he w a- sitting on the steps oftlie in their eyes.
'iieatre jit-t before Booth tired the shot, and ; present year by executive clemency.
to
seeing mysterious persons about.) 1 was
En.MAN Si-am.i.i u.
(Signed)
Mowed mi the fourth day of my imprisonment to walk the prison yard, but from that
Sioitiis and Ton a hoes at the West.
A
Melting I was closely eontined and guarded
until tin- next Saturday at midnight, when 1 severe storm, which at times took the form ot'j
a
age in takt n to the oil toe to see a detective, a tornado, passed over portions of .Michigan,
who -aid, “Come. Spangler, I've some jew- Wisconsin and Iowa on the Huh nit. At
elry for you.' He liaudi tilled me with mv Eagle, Clinton county, .Michigan, the storm
..mis behind
my back, and guarding me to a swept everything before it for a space about
kick 1 wa.- placed in it and driven to the Navy live rods wide. The house and outbuildings
lard, where my legs were manacled and a of W. Sutherland were completely demolishpair of Lillie handeutl's placed on my wrists. ed, and a number of places in the vicinity sufMr. E. Shaft nek was killed,
I wa- ]nit in a boat and rowed to a monitor, lercd severely.
where I wa- taken on board and thrown into a Mr. Davis had his-Jeg broken, and Mr.
i;i.
>>
ru
\\ iu 1*1 nu>200,000,
George West was so badly injured that he is
emigration
The storm then passed
I-, :iuil mi lo a lied of filthy life preservers not expected to liv e.
creasing as the demand for their services beuni blanket-, with two soldiers guarding tlie on to Waeousta, nearly destroying the busicomes greater.
It will not he surprising if
0 '"]
I ua kept there for three days. Iliad ness portion of the town.
The storm was one
I.eeu thus routined three days oil the vessel of unusual fierceness in Central Michigan, i we are on the eve of one of those vast immiu hen
('apt. .Monroe eame to me and said: and reports of great damage are coming in ! gration' which have taken place in the world's
dpaugler, l ie something that must lie told, from all quarters. The hurricane swept over history, fraught with unknown influences uptint you must not be frightened.
We have the belt of country embraced in Kalamazoo, on the
welfare of our country.
It promises
order., from the Kecretari of War. who must Allegan, Harry, Eaton,
Ingham, Clinton, j
to restore to the South its
lie obeyed, to
Gennessee
and
Oakland,
Ma-1
on
great need of a
Shiawassee,
your head.” Then
puta bag
two men eame and lied
up my head so secure- comb counties, and in all quarters fences were j laboring population, in place of the negro,
ly that I could not see daylight. Iliad plenty prostrated, frame buildings unroofed orldown ! who is getting so insane with flattery ai d
"flood, hut could not eat with my fare unti- down, orchards damaged and crops flattened !
sudden elevation, as to he of no use save as
tled up.
1 rue, there vasa small hole in the and injured,
1 .rig near my mouth, but I could not reach
At Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the city was; an ornamental appendage to the platform at
mat, as my hands were wedged down by iron. flooded. Cellars were tilled up, many shade I radical meetings.
At last, two kindhearted soldiers took com- j trees washed out by the roots, and everything j
WHAT IT MEANS.
passion on me, and while one watched the movable swept away. Thousands ot dollars!
other fed me. On Saturday night a man eame will not repay the damage. There were sev- j
After careful study, we think we ha\c disi" me and. after
drawing the hag so tight as oral narrow escapes from drowning. Hail- covered the hidden meaning of the
prohibi-.
to nearly suffocate me. said to the
guard, stones of large size fell on the lake. At
Don t let him go to sleep, as we will earrv Sparta, Lacrosse and l’urtage it rained furi- tion resolution of the Chtmilierhtin t'onven-!
It reads as follows—
him out to hang him directly.” I heard them ously. with serious result- to the crops. At lion.
yo up on the deck, when there was a
That we emphatically renew our adhesion to the
great Eon du Lae hail stones as large a- oranges
rattling of chains, and other noises; and are reported, cutting things to pieces badly. principle of prohibition and a vigorous eul'oreeincnt
0 bile 1 was
trying to imagine what was going | All the skylights in town wen' demolished. of the laws to that end.
It is a huge sell atteni]>ted on prohibition- j
on. and u hat they intended lo do, I w;i- d mo- ! The city was flooded.
ved out by two men, who pulled me at times
The Dubuque (Iowa) papers .-ay that place ists, and
really covers a pretty good joke, j
in different dir. etions.
We, however, reach- was deluged with water, blinded by light- Just read
carefully the first portion, declaring
ed a boat, in which i was placed, and were ning, and deafened
by thunder. At Andrew,
rowed a short distance. I could not
in Jackson county, a tornado struck the house :m “adhesion to the principle of prohibition" : i
then
say
j
where we stopped, for my lace was sliil cov- of Mr. John Jones, just as the family were I and then the remainder, “and a rigorous enered. After leaving the boat. 1 was forced to about to sit down to supper, carrying
away forcrmmt of the laws to that rnd." To what!
walk some distance with the heavy irons still the roof and upper portion of the building,
end
Why, to end prohibition. They mean
1 was then suddenly stopped, taking everything out of the house, even to I
on my leg-.
to
kill
it.
It Is only an enigma, thinly veiled,
the
and made to ascend three or four (lights oi
carpet on the floor. The family gathered ;
-lairs; and as I stood at the top waiting, together in a corner and were not hurt, ex- over which the adherents of Chamberlain are
-nine one struck me a severe blow on the toj
cepting one boy, and he not seriously. Mr. laughing hugely, and which the more simple-1
of the head, which stunned and half threw Jones had about four thousand feet of lumber
minded temperance men are swallowing like
me over, win n 1 was pushed into a small piled up near his house, which was carried
a sugar-coated pill.
(Irani said in his inauroom, where I remained iti an unconscious ! about three miles distant, and broken into
condition for several hours. The next morn- small pieces. His poultry were all killed, gural that a vigorous enforcement of obnoxing some one eame with bread and coffee. I I aad hi- fences thrown down.
ious laws was the best road to repeal.
When
remained here for several days, suffering tort- |
the enemies of a law are in power, this is;
ure from the
hag or padded hood over my
CUBAN MATTERS.
true, and the Chamberlainites know it. If
taee
it was on
Sunday when it was remov- i Washington, July L The fact
d and 1 was shaven.. It was then
having
replaced, ! leaked out that Sickles took important in- they were really friends of the law, and honsome hour- after (leu. Harlranft eame
and
estly for its execution, they could have said
read t«» me several charges; that I was en- j struetions to Spain, all manner of speculation
instead of putting forth this hieroglyphic
arisen.
the
has
!
same
so,
Among
gaged in a plot to assassinate the President; regarding
.old the day following 1 was carried into a these is a statement that this Government has conundrum.
military court and still hooded before all ol I offered to purchase Cuba. Official contradicThe new prohibitory law in Massachusetts
I remained but a short time tion of this is already furnished, but there is
its members.
hen I was returned to my cell for another j no reason given to contradict, the paragraph went into operation on the first, and Boston is
I sent Friday that Sickles is authorized to offer
night, and day and then again presented in the Services
the dryest time over known.
of this Government as a media- experiencing
Mr. Bingham, Assistant
ibis court.
Jtulgc- ; tor, or intercessor, to save further bloodshed The bars are closed, and the most desperateAdvocale. read the charges against me, and
asked if I had any objection to the court, am in Cuba and relieve the Spanish Gov ernment ly thirsty can't get a drop to moisten their
1 replied "No.” and made my plea “not | of the great expense of carrying on the war. tongues.
The new law provides a terrible
guilty.” They then wished to know if 1 desirseries of punishment by fine and imprisoned counsel, and, when 1 answered affirma
Josh Hillings says; “when a young man
ment, and is expected by its advocates to bantively, General Hunter, the President of tin I aint good for nothing else, 1 like tew see ish even
the fond recollection of past juleps
court, insisted that I should not be allowet him have a gold headed cane.
If he can’t
counsel. lie was, however, overruled, butii I buy a cane, let him part his hair in the mid- and smashers from the memories of men.
was several
days before l was permitted lega die.”
Perhaps it will.
v

WILL HE
We refer to lion. N.
perance nominee for
question that agitates

THE RADICAL RESOLUTIONS.
GENERALITIES.
G. Ilichborn, the temThere certainly was a genius at work in the
Governor. It is tui; committee
Diplomatic folk- it Washington an excited over
room, when the resolutions of the
1 ■>“ rumor that tin- I'nitcd State**
the mind political at
government is
Saite
186DJULY
Convention
wore
made,
at
THURSDAY,
8,
Republican
:«1 h>1 it to purchase (*uha.
It accounts for the anv«t
: this time.
There is no doubt about the other
Rangor. It is lamentable that the light of of < ubans in New York, thev say.
candidates. ( liamberlain is of course a fixed such a
PUBUSIIKD EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
luminary should shine upon us hut
Anna Dickinson lias received two hundred and
fact,-and (ieu. Smith we know has that, sense once a year, like the
—BY—
lightning dash in the titty "rt>T> of marriage, and declined them all. .She
of duly to his party which all Democrats feel,
long night of darkness. Here is a specimen prefer- to '‘go it alone/* in her game ot euchre.
H. SIMPSON. and that
WtLLIAM
will not permit him to decline the brick from the show\ ediliee. he then con-
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party is recreant to it promises, as a promoter
It has re-uominuted a man
of temperance.
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Spangler,

tractive feature to have

a

room

where babies could

lion to the gi eat day by li-di-h-Tii .ml -m til me
.;te
not omitted, .I- w ell
aid- o and d.-. |
murdering inv* ntion>, th. o
•piar. a.. ««,-a win.!
i- difficult to understand
W
hardly think ti,

the victims of the tyranny which that most candidates for Governor wore I Iilhrri ('. be taken
care of during the performance.
As aeondetestable villain, Stanton, exorcised during Walker, <'ons, rvalite lli-jndd'irati, \\lm was -e<|iieiter he lias ;t tine assortment of
juveniles that
the closing year.-of the war. Spangler was supported by lie' lleiaoerats and most nl' die' nobody claims.
a
The wealthy men in Cuba tr* sending larg*
poor scene 'hitler in (he theatre where white men among dm Kadieals, and lleury
Booth assassinated l.ine.dn. and solelv be- II. Weils, die present carpet-hag (lovernor,' amounts to thi- country for safety. Tw*» millions
an now b.-ing forwarded.
cause he was there and unfriended, lie was w ho w as dm regular Radical candidate, and w-ekly
made

a

high example

of radical

justice and who reeeited the greater part

of dm

T!i

negro

1 here was

literally no evidence vote. Tlie candidate for Lieut. (Imeritor hi
against
generally believed at die Wells ticket was a negro dim returns!
leeied hy a
the time to he innocent, and the military com- indicate that the \\ alker ticket i
mission showed that they doubled his guilt hv large majority, and that llm la ui'latur will
retribution.

lie

him.

was

.ited

<.ettyshuri.'
on

National Monuiiient

the 1-t in-t.

Prayer

was

patriots of '7»‘.
posterity VN

by

ltcv.

elier, and addn-M'> were mad*- by General
Meade. Gov. Morton ami others.
to lin tact that
Boric M.iOscrihed SoOUO
lb-' purehrt-e ot (ien. Grant’s house, th**
if
it
is
not disrespectful to appoint as
impurebe s||i essi>r a man who gave only itCiOO.

llll'liilg

towards
<

by terrorism.

i
Commissoner member of the Kxeutive Conn-,
I'm:
si
ram
Pi.iii
i.il.
There
ur,
now
eil, Deputy Collector of the Port and State I
lite;
Prison Commissioner.
His death ended a I English steam ploughs running in thi' conn j1
try—one in Kentucky, one in Texas, and three
long, useful and honorable career.
in Louisiana. They cost about slo.Oitd, and
give great satisfaction, as they do the work
“The second resolution complimentary of the of
twenty or thirty horses, with the labor of
soldiery i- well enough, but would have been much two or three attendants.
In England there
more appropriate four
years ago."
: re ■Jiioil of these
So says the Belfast Journal, in commenting upon
ploughs, and in Egypt Ion. !
the Republican platform. {Bangor W hig.
They run a gang of from three to six ploughs, I
The Belfast Journal lias said no such thing. and pulverize as deep as fourteen inches.
can go much deeper if the farmer wishThe Whig is running the machine loosely, or I’lmy
fwo or three inventors are working out
es.
has made its Fourth of July lemonade too the \ankee steam
plough. One proposes to
build, tor about $3000, an engine that will
strong.
move back and forth on the line of a wire
Besides a radical city government. Augusta Inis rope fastened tit tim headlands to a sell-adgot the measles badly, and is a sorely afflicted city, vancing anchor.
__
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over

i»e

are

a

>
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time when tin fortunes of that
d
ndividual were very low. arriving in a inn si.-.,m.
Vom Now York. He attacked and oink ther.de]
lent, and restored the emperor t«* tin po-.*. *d .h ll(
In most important coast towns, owing to s.mo
a

nisimderstanding he left th. *cr\ice. sim-. which

coining

Wooden ga> pipes, made of bored iinrt>er,
laid in the streets of Oshkosh, Wi-..

are

1

v

had

Bask Bui
on I'm-day rli
>iri:••
Inf*. ..j
lock land, played • match gain* with th* Beifa-t
M*or«- ,.|j.;
Tub, in which the hitter pn vailed h\

i»»

33. The tw o .dubs partook *.t'
>hIooh, in the evening.
o

I

nil of interesting and valuable information.

he

mail contractors

new

R-giti badly.

a

'tipper

iln

on

,i

D.»«h

Vugii'ia

r<»ui<

Monday niglu\

Boston and Foitlamr
nail w a.s left at Augusta, and did m*t r« k Ii u m.
il Wednesday
morning. We have a pri\ale opinion
hat there will he a sJighi dislurhanc. it th> liL

Times n il- o| the death of an'dd

ady aged 102 y ears.
Launched in Thonm-nm. -ays the Gii/*-ue, >*n ili»*
Mtli ult., from the yard of Messrs. Walter Simmoniml Dunn, a schooner of 207 tons measurement.
•idled tin* Georgie B. MeFarlin. rates A1 for seven
*-ar>. is desiirned for a freighter and to he command*d by Capt. Bohert MeFarlin, recently of the
icliooncr < ’am*- Walker.

ime the rebel* have regained much that tin
O't.

F. M. Drew Iv-ip, Secretary of State. !ih- our
hank-for a copy of tin- Maine Legislative Manual,
The lloultoii

oi

>

•alnave at

sJ,ooo

ami
hack to tile K* nneht a
lie* capital smacks it" lips over the fuel.
A Middletown undertaker's sign recently creeled,
reads, “Coffin made and repaired.”
Salmon

in

apt. .1. Fred N ickels, of ><-.11'poll, w ho ha M
command of the ilayiieu th .. operating again
he rebels in thal region of ehroni. civil u.,,.
irrived home. < apt. Nickel* enter, d the
ivl.

suniplii-i

business uf

in M-doii

<

aged

a

t*.

n

|

The Atlantic Table does
per day.

otilerema

n

the business if th. < onf. rcue.
In the riming
lut.-r l,.,to th.
prayer meeting Was held, amt .U
visitors were invited to a
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address, he found no dill'null v
ed from the old (O rman stock, at Wahloboro, sessing good
ill harvesting a pocket-full of greenback'.
and was a gentleman of rare integrity and Some of our
prominent negro worshippers i
ability An ardent supporter of Andrew dark- came down handsomely, the lightning striking
in
right place, l-'or several days lm lived
son and his
political ideas, he took a deep in- in the
clover. He hired the best teams in tow n,
terest in public affairs, and was an unw av erand nothing appeared Ion good for him. Rut
ing Democrat to the last, lie held various all things must have an end. One morning
offices of honor and public trust during the he turned up mm rM inr
and lias not!
been seen or heard of since. II left behind
more active portion of his life, and was perhim several unpaid bills, which can be
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A man and a brother of pure African de
\ raft eontaintng
feet of lumber recentsion to tin1 witness Weiehman being in the j scent has been victimizing some of our pliil- [
down th*1 Mississippi river. It had live
ly
passed
No sooner had lm struck :
abduction plot is important. It will lie re- anthropic people.
acres of surface.
the tow n than lm engaged some of tlm best i
membered that it vva- the testimony of this
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Haven Nursery”—waapartments at the Augusta House, tie then
scoundrel Wcicluuan, concocted by Stanton,
lately transferred, at New Haven, by some students,
oil bis mission,
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.solicit
ostensibly
proceeded
to a young ladies’ seminary.
Holt & Co., which hung Mr-. Surratt.
subscriptions for the education ol his rue, al
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the South, lull really to apply the fund- lm
*< r a
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week, and is (jitilc fully attended. K. \. v|,
Ilepworth, who had engaged to in pr.-.ni, wa|»revetited from coming l»y' uufor«ern \.m
m
l uesday evening a discourse vva> pr. .idl'd l>\ K.
Mr. Bailey. of Portland, followed l.y the adminiralion of the .Sacrum*--lit. W .aim -•lay wa* devote.t

Ibr only six years and the be ( 'ollsetw :lti\ e.
Mill the commission was or-1
The xhihition of whit* babies in Boston having
I lie \ll-'.1st., rol'iv
U .l.'l 1.1, Sltll'A 1 11!
ganized to convict, arid it convicted. Abunlevu a stteco-s, the colored folks propose to try one.
dant testimony lias since been produced i pondu.nl of the Muslim Herald relate- dm
Description- are on tile, in the New Y<-rk polie*
showing the vast amount of perjury at that success of a colored unlit ideal in a raid on -up-■■riiit*-mleu!'s orth-e. *T twenty-four persons who
ha\" m\stcri*»u-lv disappeared during the la<t two
trial and how it was dictated |,y malice and tlm purses of dll wllite f I'asll in that city
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During the performance of th. eir.-us on Satin
a limn from a neighboring town discovered m
me of the gyranusts a son who left home
ight yeai
igo, and vvst-H supposed to be dead.
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Portland is going to celebrate th.* anniversary of
he tight between the Knterprke and Boxer, Sept.
ith.
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restaurant in the llavford Block—the work of
W M. Hall
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Kiu.r.b. On Wednesday afternoon, a?
Tun Amluican Anmvi. ('vcloimaua for
attached to a wagon containing three ladie> tin
year 1868, published by 1). ArrtKTOX A
!< -c.aiding the hill near the Phenix House, tlu
t o., of \>w York, is a volume which eomai d stumbled and fell in such a way as to strike
;
a valuable history of all countries of
head >n -one roek-. killing him on the spot, prises
11Inworld
titling a part of the most interesto',i- worth <W». and belong»»d to Mr. W ild--,
(
M-mroe,
ing period thus far in the modern career of
Ibn.-t
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digging a cellar at the foot oi Main street, op- mankind. As containing facts which become
tin foundry, la*d week, a curiously con-truet- the lessons of the past, which furnish a basis
a cell
-n>u«
w as found about six feet below the
for practical judgment of the future, which
If had mark- of fire within, but the oldest
show the progress or the advancement of the
'biiant- can give no elm- to it- builders or usqs.
human mind, und the improvement in tile
J
!.■ I nitarian Sunda} Schools of Bangor made
civilized and social relations of man, there is
rg« »M ursion to the Nortliport groves on TuesI
nnd some of the older person- came tinner to scarcely .any question of the past year, that
| may be asked, whether of science, business,
•»d tin conference in this city.
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Director- <.f thf Moosehe.nl Kail road on polities, commerce, public works, religion,
-day voted to extend the location of the same j biography, military campaigns, etc., but the
l uii\ through Burnham t" tb< Maine Centra i answer
e
may lie found in these pages. The
• linton (lore.
government, population, army, navy, public
"ti aim r < ambridge, on Saturday, notwilh- debt, annual
expenditures, religion- divisions
""liiig In great -i/e, wa- full of freight and commercial movements, political events, mil11.1'.
filey drew heavily on the resources ot
itary movements, changes of diplomatic reIDlie -ie\\ Ii'd. but he was «M|Ua! Jo the
lation'. battles on land or sea, messages, delies
cree.-. oidei s, or official document* of every
b
v
noti
mi -.in
:td\eni-ing eolumn-, n will be
civilized nation, and State and Territory of
n that a in*— meeting
friend- of the IVtin 1'nited States, so far as they furnish the
B i\ and Hiver Pailfoad will I»•* holdeti in
osame, for the year 18C8, form a part of the
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l'b< route i- glowing
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flairs in those States,
or conflicts
with the

stated.

works of the world are

it

e.atlil have doubted ils nnanimiIts members knew that
ei
would encounter much of opposition,
el perhaps not a little of ridicule, but they
It that they were imperativelycalled to go
u anl. that
it w as better to be right than to
■
in a majority, that to lie consistent is betIf lit they will by
than to In .successful

Tuesday,

order of

opposition

are

same,
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new

and the

The great

described, and,

public
where

necessary, illustrated with cuts, such as the
(,'nnul, soon to be opened as a shorter
route from Kurope to the Indies, and as a
competitor to our own Pacific Railroad, just

Suez

( opened

to

i crease

over-

for transportation. The ettbrts
the convenience of mankind by

ami hence we must have a strong government with
an army at our hacks, anil when the people become
restive "a** to the payment of taxes they are to he
compelled to do so at the point of the bayonet. 1
know what I say. and, not to he egotistical. I know
what b being prepared for the American people
We find the single item of $150,000,000 to he collected for payment of interest on bonds, and what
is it? Interest to he paid in one-half year's time.
You run your hands into your pockets and pull out
something -o dim and worn that you cannot tell
Hut sec what it call*'for on its face.'
what it N.
As compared with the currency of the world, as
admitted by both Christian and barbarous nations,
we liml this paper to he thirty or forty cents below
par. Hut what about the men who have so many
millions in bonds? 1 must here tell a little story.
I! has been so long since any of the people in my
section saw a live, two and a half, or ten or twenty
dollar gold piece that ! made it a special point to
carry home a few pieces w ith me in order that they
might see them.
It hud been stated in a paper that in a conversation he lead remarked to somebody that "no nation
had ever yet paid a national debt created in war
except by repudiation.'' If I stated a fact is there
any harm in it? (Cries of ".Vo, no.*') What political economist dare deny the proposition? I also
state that there is not a nation on earth that made
a debt interminable or permanent that is free.
Is
there any harm in stating such tacts and great
truths? ( Responses of "No. no.'*) Then how does
the matter stand? Because I have uttered truths
which cannot lie controverted it is said I favor repudiation. But go to Congress.
What has it done?
You will liml that in tin* inaugural address it is
stated that if anybody is in favor of repudiation t®
the extent of a single farthing lie cannot hold ail
office under the government. (Laughter.) But
w hen you go to this Congress, so conscious were
they of the great fraud practiced in various atrocious ways they came forward and proposed to repudiate one-third of the whole debt. "It is nominated in the bond" to >ay six percent, and yet Congress, in face of this solemn contract, proposed to
reduce it to five, four and three per cent. But this
interest is to be paid in gold and silver. (.Jo to the
department. A man comes in with coupons, and
at one counter gets gold and silver for them ; another man comes in and goes to another counter
with claims for some widow or orphans of him
who fell in the country's cause—w ho was buried
with no w inding sheet around his body but the
blanket stained with blood—and this man, acting
for the widow or orphans, is handed depreciated
paper, while the bondholder receives gold and silver.
n in'll

in- those

w

me

roneuimi

romin

need

ho opposed it. My property

was
was

one

<#1

imperilled.

I raised thirty-seven thousand meii for the struggle.
I Min out of office now and ask for no place, therefore I can talk plain on the subject.
The war commenced and was called on our part, as was solemn-

mining llie obstacles ol .Nature, a- in t)■<
Mont ( enis Railway, the Hoosae Tunnel, the
ly declared in Congress, for the purpose of preserv! entire change of the sewerage system of Lon- ing the Cnion and restoring the. States to their prorelations. The rebellion progressed, and what
means In- iii aii insignificant minority.
don, the facilities for the rapid transmission per
was the effect? There was an institution in the
their power will be strongly fell, and they
of intelligence by the public press of various South to which there was great prejudice. It was
ill m.lie ii.. m. an showing at the ballot-box j
estimated, when considered in its character and
! countries of
the
of
influence
.Moreover,
Europe, and the international shape as property, to he worth three thousand millSeptember
ii. !-p. inleiii'e upon thcmselv os and their 1 relations of it- telegraphic system, and the ions of dollars. I was no advocate of slavery. The
will i.e of the most salutary character. internal
negro walked off', and just as this property disaparrangements and mode of conduct- peared in one section it appeared in the shape ol
h.n. been despised, because they have
the business of the vast Post OiTtee l)e- government stocks and bonds at the other end of
■n -til.missive to whatever
parly managers ing
[le- line, instead of existing in an institution which
decree
fin
the
n
v
he
Tin
now
will
reiV.lit
partmciit of tit.- Lnited Mates, are spread be- was productive to the nation and to the world. 1
;'.ted.
fore the reader with tin- most ample details. •an tell you where it is. (io took into the vaults
md see the great stacks of government bonds.
The terrible scenes and effects of the alarm- How
MAINE I ELEGRAPHIC COMPANY.
many fields doe* it plough? How many ships
How much wealth does it add to the
B i.x'.ioit,.(i'NK an.
ing earthquakes on tin- went coast of North loes it build?
nation? Can anybody tell me? (A voice—“None.”)
im-chny .a ill. siiM-ktiulilers ofttiis company land 5imth
and other parts of the It there remains
America,
corroding and eating out the govin. a in iliis.'ity to-day, the follow'ingnamed
goninan
vveiv tui.<inimoii-ly eleetoit directors forThe
world, the brilliant meteors that presented ernment vitals. The query comes up, are the
American people going t«» tolerate these things?
anile war,
i/.:
i themselves to view, tin- discov eries made
Instead of >u«*h a vast amount of credit and capital
itiimil i>.
Vldcii, H iii, II. Simpson, Belfit-t;
icing locked up in I lie strong h ixe*,, it should be
:
rt U. Paine, .lai nl) A. smith. Vlliert Holton, among the heavenly bodies, and new obserbreed out of the hands of the bondholders and
M in. I*. Merrill, Bion Bradbury, Port•.i:-"i
vations oi tite same, are full of
engrossing forced to seek investments in such enterprises as
I 11 \x ill t
l.ittli'tieiii, M illiel'l'orl ; Knhei't
•foi.e. Kastport.
interest, as well as the details of new facts in would add to the wealth of the country in the deof it* resource*, and in works of public
it a subsequent
iiR'Cliiift oi itie ihreetor- Hiiain electrical and chemical science. The career velopment
mprovement.
Vtden was 1‘k‘i'tett President, and AViii. P. Mer- ;
After further remarks on this and kindred sub: s, ireiari and fix s-ni'er of the hoard for t lie enof men of ambition, learning, and science,
ects he *»aid we once had a Washington in this
ear.
11V
politicians, statesmen, clergymen, and ben- •ountry, and thank Hod for it. (Applause.) 1
the Argils stales that .Mr. Frank Alerill of efactors and rulers of
heard it said we have a second Washington.
society, pos.ses-.es not iave
A voice—“We have got him yet”.) I should like
i'
t 1:r1111, reeeived a
very serious injury front less interest to tite thoughtful mind, as -cl 0 took at him.
(Appiause ami laughter.) I should
a ceil lent til
discharge of a gain while at the forth in the
to see what kind of an animal he is.
I suspect
biographical sketches in these ike
ini -hooting.
The charge took effect in
he second Washington is about as much like tin*
than
dev
f it -ide of In- face,
elopement- in tin* natural irst Washington as—let me illustrate. You re.entirely shattering pages,
nv upon that -ide.
He was Brought to sciences or changes in the feat (ires of Un- nember the old story of tin* prank or satire that
Diogenes practised on Plato, who was very learnii \ and w as attended by l>rs.
Tewksbury earth, or explorations in distant and unknown ed,
ami who instructed the young men in the
t hadwiek
They found that one-half of
leademy, and defined man to be an animal with
law w.i- entirely -hot away, and the face regions. Of political events, the most ini- wo legs and without leathers. Diogenes, who
atearfully lacerated by the wound. Sieve r- portant in it- nature was the impeachment of iVas a cynic and well of satire, concluded he would
•idieule the idea out of existence, ami therefore he
imp'irtant blood ve.-sels were lorn, and the the President of the Lnited States, of which would
catch a goose and strip it of its plumage and
i.pearani"' nf the unfortunate man is truly all tlie
incidents
are
stated.
Here
alspecial
lang it by tin* head, and as the students were turnirfiil.
Ii i-. thought in- mat recover blithe
'd
out
In*
at the goose with the feather*
so are to be toimd tinill I
vigorous and forcible •tripped mV,pointed
-telly disfigured.
saying, “This i*> Plato’s man.” (Ap-’
speeches and arguments of members of Con- •lause and general laughter, with cries of “Hood,’
•You’re right on tin* goose.”) I think the companDISTRESSING ACCIDENT.
gress ,>n all the most vital question- of de- ion near about
complete. Carrying out the idea,
Be
xc ixu. V a ..lit.i J.
A l.arbaeue, gi v- bate in that
body, together with their action Washington was inaugurated on the 13th of April,
'h* Walk-"
b referred in his speech to Congress to ids great
■•! ■ii'ed men, took place tomi the same ; the
proceedings of the great \ ant of experience and his diffidence in assuming
ii
A tux11:111 Island,
v
adjoining this national
; 1 responsibility so great, and abo spoke of the imconventions
in
their
party
toil three i.'clock tin- chain
preparabridge
portance of
morals a*, the foundation of
lions for the struggle to hold, or to grasp, the mhlie virtue.private
ton- m the island was so crowded that il
(Applause.) lb* furthermore reew it
irrt ing down about
that
in
the Executive Dennmended
and
sustaining
tin- relations of the
sixty per-ons. supreme power;
1
I •l.iiiie- K. Branch, a prominent broker,
partment no more money should be appropriated
Cluel Justice of the Lnited States ban was
present
barely sufficient to defray the expenses,
I
( oiisert ativc candidate for the Senate,
with one of these parlies, and hi- correspond- le approached the Presidency almost with awe and
iinstantly ki'le.i ; also policeman Kirkliam
rcmhling. lb did not say. “I feel the respnnsiw .is mi
duly and striving t" prevent tin ence with its representative-. Space vv ill not •ility, but 1 accept the oilier without fear.” That
tii from rushing on the bridge. Seven permit the mention of other contents of tiii- s your second Washington. (Laughter.) But 1
ni\e not seen your second Washington yet.
Imi■
I men were fatally wounded.
vohmic, not less important than the preced- agine Washington sitting at the council hoard,
I.t i.xiMi.
file ('olored ( oiisert alit e Barat the Secretary of the Treasury and saying. A caretul examination only can furnish nuking
ae. which was ended by an accident, was
ng, “I’ve got your draft for sixty-live thousand
a comprehensive view of the work
as
i' tided
and seeking for a book from which to dowhich,
lollars,”
by about three hundred colored men
ne a little information, saying to the secretary of
a series, has been received vv itli the most ex1 a large number of w hites. A
crowd
large
he Navy, “I’ve got your library at a cost of fifteen
i
congregated at the gate of the bridge tensive admiration in tlii- country, and warm housaml dollars.” Then look around at the furai"ling to the island, but were kept otfbvthe
How would Washington
lin', house and lots.
applause in Europe. It Is embellished with iave
■lice
t ol. Branch, w ho w as
set in Cabinet molding, surrounded bv such
managing the fine
portraits of Vice-President Colfax, Mr. non as those? (Laughter and cries of “Hood.”)
il ia, while standing mi the
bridge, directed
is moving along. The
toil see how the
police to admit the erowd, which being Gladstone, of England, and (ion. Prim, tv comes up, government
my countrymen, whether we shall
... tinweight broke the structure, preeip- ol Spain. It can-be obtained, by subscription lot meet the issue when we shall rally round the
ny a number into the water, where Col.
of tlie publishers and agents upon the lallot box to tin* support of the constitution as the
palladium of our religious and civil liberty, and
mein Policeman Kirkliam and Robert Ash- only,
i ling to it as the shipwrecked mariner ( lings to
terms:
w cre
.-aught in the falling timbers anil following
he last plank when the night is closing around
lied. Seven other persons were wounded, In Extra Cloth, per vol.,
5.7.no dm.
of whom will die.
ij.oo
The body of Col. In Library Leather, per vol.,
'•"■Ii was followed to his residence
u.fio
by a In Half Turkey Morocco, per vol.,
THE DAUGHTER OF AARON BURR.
-si.>n of the prominent citizens and the In Half Russia, extra gilt, per vol.,
7.fin
Theodosia Burr’s habits of life were, 1 have
.-.oiled Air Kirkhanfs remains home. In Full Morocco, antique, gilt edges,
Branch was one of the first business men
9.no heal’d my mother say, much like those of
per vol..
1
the city
She was a famous walker and
Richmond i.s pervaded bvagen- in Full Russia,
y.oo Mrs. Kemble.
■■■■■■
l""iu in eonsetpieiu.f the calamity.
skater, and accompanied her father on shootSPEECH BY EX-PKESIDEN I JOHNSON.
ing and fishing excursions. Asa horsewoman she was
: and, on her visit
On I lie
r hhiblS SUFFERING of a SHIPWRECKFO
evening of July first, Kx-Presidenl to her New unsurpassed
England friends, sometimes as
CREW.
who was slopping a few
: Johnson,
Jays a! tonished their quiet neighbors by riding over
Ill the month 1 >! August, IStj.'i, ihe French
Washington, was serenaded by hi, friend-. the country taking walls and ditches in Hying
Vdelina
Kliza
h
ft
Bordeaux for Iftmg In
-.ip
she was in the best sense of the
respnn.se he made some extended remarks, leaps. Yet,
l-'iug- A month afterwards site was spoken
word, feminine, and essentialh a lady.
of
whielt
tlie
is
(he
substance:
following
i|.ft hind Hope Site was never heard
1 lie last days of this grand woman were
very
lie said it wax not hi, purpose to make a
again until, a few day s since, her history
speech, sad, and her fate is even yet wrapt in awful
but
to
tender his tlianks for this cordial wel! that of all her crew became
merely
A
ll is only known that, when brokpublic.
come .in his return to
It was not obscurity,
•plioon in tin- Indian ocean threw her out of necessary for hint on thisWashington.
occasion to recapitulate en in health and almost in heart, by the loss
course, dismasted her, hroke her rudder, or rehearse the
arguments he had heretofore made of her only son, she embarked from Charlesel ti issed her tow ards (leeaniea. Bad W'oath- in behalf of the people and in hrhalf of those
great ton, to join her unhappy father in New York,
lasied thirty days, and w hen fair weather principles which should lie maintained and pre- on a small
sailing vessel, accompanied only
served
those
calling
hy
themselves
free,
turned she struck upon a coral reef, and the
patriotic
That vessel
and intelligent, in taking the stand he did lie be- In her physician and servant.
xtia Hied crew were scarcely able to lake re- lieved he
was doing his
never was heard of more, and it has always
duty.
lie
(Applause.)
’agf ill boats.
had tried to act on principle and in vindication of been
supposed that it foundered in a gale oft’
It was a moonless, starless night when this principle, lie had collected tacts and arguments
ltatleras. But some twenty-live or thirty
blent occurred. They rowed w ildly and which in times gone livvvere considered unanswer- Cape
able and irresistible. They had been presented for years ago a seaman dying in a hospital at
u inked tlnd when the
breaking day showed the consideration of Congress
and the eountrv, hut New Orleans, confessed to having been a pim
a
surrounded
bv
a
harbor,
charming it appeared they did not avail much during die time rale, and among other terrible things, he told
ii11seape They reached land and laid down he had presented them. However, in his politics of his ship having run down a schooner
b ep.
\\ hen they aw ike they found them- as 111 his religion, when his facts gave out and his
bound for New York from Charleston, and of
Ives bound hand and foot, and surrounded reasons failed hint, lie drew prettv largely on his
faith, and his faith was yet strong and unbroken having scuttled her after taking possession of
I heir eaplors priced to beean-a'ages.
the time would come, and that ere
long, when the everything valuable. The few passengers,
It'li’llex n of them, their captain inelud- American people w ill lie aroused to the
importance lie said, and such of the crew as were disin! were slain and eaten.
Three others eon- and high sense of preserving the great principles clined to enlist under their black
banner, they
tv• 11
(how does not appear) to make their "'Inch have been overslaughed and trampled under
foot >0 long.
compelled to walk the plank. Among the
Imt
were
mutilated.
The
one
eape
they
Ho would say, Lot u> have faith. If«• behoved passengers was one lady, who remonstrated
-Ii" ’•it1.eded in reaching
Kttrope has one the gleam of the morning of redemption could now against having her hands hound and being
Ho fill olf and one
be
seen,
lie thought it was coming, when the con- blindfolded,
eye torn out. The three
promising to offer no resistance.
tolled a remote part of the island, where stitution of our fathers would be restored, li was •So
let her have her own way, he said,
they
not necessary for him to call the attention of this
ti"> found a canoe and embarked in it, perintelligent audience to the struggles and contest and she stepped on to the plank, and, with
il
n'ing the risk of being devoured by sharks transpiring within the last four
years.
It was not her eyes wide open, walked off into the sea.
die certainty of being killed and eaten
by necessary for him to point their attention to the 1 have always believed that woman who met
‘tiniha Is. Fortunately they found theni- judicial department of the government to show her late in this
grand Roman way, was the
that tinder the domination of an usurping Congress
bes in an arehipelago, and were able to
of Aaron Burr, Theodosia Burr.
go that even the
of the eountrv was made to daughter
-1
Judiciary
I
rum
one
island
to
another.
After
ly
It was not [Grace Greenwood.
quail and shrink before it.
ludering for some time, moving as rapidly necessary to turn attention (Applause.)
to the other end of the
possible away from the eannibals' home, avenue—(cries of “Hear, hear’’)—nor was it necesA schoolmistress advertised
lately for an
age Samazon's Iwo companions died of sary to do more than point to the tyrannical body- assistant accustomed to confinement.
She
called “Congress,” winch attempted t'o absorb every
'huustion.
an
received
answer from the mother of 12
single power of the President. He had called them children.
If remained alone,
nuitilated.hopeless.up- "tyrants” standing with the mailed heel of power
*>u :l bail ailin'.
He nevertheless continued on all the necks of the freemen
of the United States,
1 hi Ii on. imieliing laud only w hen neees- endeavoring to blot out the lines which
An India rubber belt four feel wide, three
separated
i" sleep and to
ii \
the
to
States,
out
the
other
w
two co-ordinate hundred and
wipe
get ater and food. He
twenty-two feel long, and weighbranches
of
the
a shell lish and roots.
and
in
this
government,
One day he readied
Congress
stood omnipotent. I tell you here, my countrymen ing 3000 pounds, lias recently been manufac'be Iasi island o| ihe
group, and nothing lav he said, that if I were
compelled to make a choice tured for a grain elevator at Buffalo, ll is
lure him bill the wild ocean.
He set to (and thank (iod I am not so compelled as
I said to be the largest belt in the United Stales.
work to build a raft, ll took him a year. He would take one individual who was honest, yet)
wise,
Tin* waves threw it back on the patriotic amt just as my ruler or master in preferlaunched it.
And w li-ll Abraham and the people beheld the
island, lie several limes tried to put it to ence to a Congress so usurping, capricious and cor- wonderful cures which were produced by this
voice—“That’s
so,”
and
rupt. (A
applause.) Let drink, Abraham said, My children must not sufbut constantly failed. He resolved to us
talk about these things as they arc. We even
fer; give me thy drink to drink, and f will give it a
t'li’ii his footsteps landward, hut in a different find a difference
among them as to whether they mime.”
direction from the cannibals’ home.
He would take such a government as an omnipotent
And so Abraham drank, and said there was nothimbed a mountain, crossed a desert, fell Congress would impose or an imperial government. ing like it, even in Kagamon county; that it was hitSnell
feelers
have
been
sent
out.
Thev
wish
to
deter to the tips, but good for the stomach; and Ins
gain into savages’ hands, once more escaped
velop what sentiment there is in the country.
cause there were hitter times in
U"in them,
fled through forests; his feet
fighting the masters
Take a paper, especially in New York, in’ which,
of the plantations, it shall forevermore he called
"ere bitten
by venomous insects; his face no doubt, is the emanation ami reflection of a cer- Plantation
and
so it lias been.
Bitters;
alibed by thebit es of mosquitoes. At last, tain combination of individuals, some of them perAnd the wonderful work which it lias performed
haps, residing in Washington, and when we turn is witnessed at this
tier dead than alive, he came
day in every town, parish, vilupon white
what do we see? On one side
men.
n
He had been walking for three years, Yrrs
lage and hamlet throughout all flic world.
"llie Empire is
and on the other side the
And he said,
Let it he proclaimed throughout
and had crossed South America on foot.' The quotation ‘‘Let uspeace,”
have peace.” (Laughter.) The the
length and breadth of the land, from the valleys
"hitc men received him
meaning of this is “Let us have the empire, with
kindly, and did what Grant
and mountain-tops, that all who suffer from fevers,
at
its
head, and we shall have peace.”
■bey could for him. He embarked upon a
weakness, loss of appetite nervous headLaughter and applause.) But you find lurking dyspepsia,
M“all
ache, and mental despondency, w ill find relief thro’
Portuguese ship, and at last readied behind this a debt
of twenty-five or
twentv-eight the Plantation Bitters. They add tone to the
Europe. Hfs family had long given him up hundred millions of dollars. The great
fear is tfie stomach, and
•or dead.
brilliancy to the mind, of which I. ()
people are not to be trusted, itad will not pay it;
am a
■

I

-■

■

■

■

1

■

••

people,

living example.”

We copy the following from an exchange, which
MARRIED.
important if true:—Chronic diarrhoea of long
■standing, also dysentery, and all similar complaints
Iu Searsiuont, Hh iust, by Hiram Wing, Esq.. Mr.
common at this’season of the year, can he cured by Owen W. Berry, oi Scarsmont ami Miss Emma Clark oi
I he use (inlernallv) of "Johnson's Anodyne !,m- Lincolnville.
iinent." We know whereof we affirm.
In Erankiort 2tth ult., by Kev. Dr. Thurston, Win.
ft
Penn Whitehou.se, Ks«i.» of Augusta, to Miss Eva Maria
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best imTreat, only daughter of the late Col. Robert Treat ot
ported German Cologne, and sold at half the price. Frankfort.

DUNK LEE'S
Golden > Eagle Furnace

is

The cathartics used and approved of by the Physi- I
cians comprising the various Medical Associations
<>f Ibis .State' are now compounded and sold under
the mini" of Parsons Purgative Pills.”

——wn— ■■
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[ Obituary notices, beyond
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be paid for.]
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THK

date,

name

and age, mint

In this city, Juu*- 231, Fredrick .) Boitou, ag-'d li vr».
and
mouths.
In Waldo, June 12th, Mr. Andrew C. Littlefield,
aged
•ft year and 11 months.
In Boston, June
of scarlet lever, Albion Keety, only child of the late: Albion K. P. and Lizzie il. Snow, of
I Northport, aged 2 years and f» months.
I In Jackson,
July 2d, Dea. Joseph Rich, aged 82.
In Waldo, June 2*.nh, Mrs. Martha A., wife of Elbridge
! C.. liurrill, aged 31 years and G months.
A Newton Centre, Mass., June
20th, Mary A., daugh1 ter of Capt. James
Gammons, oi this city, aged 2i>.

JOURNAL.

Belfast, Wednesday, .Inly r, 18t»9.
IT Round Ilog,
H to 15 j
Flour,
*; to
Corn Meal,
1.10 to
o.OOlClear Salt Pork, $:15 to3;.,)0
o to oo
.'.Oo to
0.00!Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
0 to 0
o.OO! Lamb per lb,
1.75 to
Rye,
uo
to 00
1.10!
1.05 to
turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
00 to 00
1.25 to
1.35!Chickens, per lb,
Bailey,
00
to 00
3.00!Ducks, per lb,
3.25 to
Beans,
*12 to 15 j
Oats,
$5 to
90!Hay per ton,
1.50
to
0.00
$
35 to
37!Lime,
Potatoes,
38 to 40 j
15; Washed Wool,
Dried Apples, 12 to
MEWS.
28
to 30
00;Unwashed Wool,
Cooking, dn. 00 to
45 to 00 j
25to
28!Pulled Wool,
Butter,
POUT
OF
BGLIM ST.
9
to
00!
is to
20;Hides,
Cheese,
20 to 00 j
22 to
24[Calf Skins,
ARRIVED.
Eggs,
to
75
1.20
22 to
24:Sheep Skins,
laird,
Juue 30th. Sch S S Lewis, Spaulding, New York
6.00 to8.00 1
15 Wood, hard,
12 to
Beef,
July 2d. Scl« .1 P Merriam, Clark, Boston.
1.00 to 5.00
Apples, Baldwin, 0.00 to o oo j Wood, soft,
1th.
Sells Cameo. McCarty, Boston; North Cap',
25 to 30 !
N eal
8 to 10 I Salmon
do: I> h A rev, Ryan, do; Convov, Smaliev,
Crockett,
5 to 0
s to lu
| Dry Pollavk
Dry Coil
j

NATIONAL

"SHIP

Calais.
>th.

Sell Forest i^ueen, Dyer, Fishing.
SAILED.
duly ith. Soli Ada line, Ryan, Boston.
•*th.
Sch Gen Meade, Cunningham, Boston.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Wharfage

and

Storage,

principal Wharf

In the

harbor,

On the
terms.
121,

Inquire ol

at

About thirty vessels have arrived at Gloucester Horn
Southern uiackereling cruises this season, leaving quite
a number still absent, but the business will not prove a
profitable: one as a w hole. The Bayjof St. Lawrence fleet
have nor begun to sail in any considerable numbers, but
the departures will be numerous after “the Fourth.-'
Meanwhile the vessels are kept busy in the Bank fisheries, about 120 vessels being engaged in the George’s, and
3o sail in the other Bank
fisneries, an unusually ia.r^e
fleet at this season of the year. The George’s vessels are
making short trips, and are meeting with good success.
There have been four arrivals from Cape North this season, and ten from Magdalen Island, leaving about a dozen vessels still absent in these distant fisheries.
The entire fishing fleet is kept busy at this season, and ns no
considerable number are in port at one time the tow n is
very quiet. [Gloucester Telegraph.

reasonable

W. H. SIMPSON.

IWt. A. OTJ3L.3L.lXr^a.lH

House &

Ship Painter,

PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitting Rooms made a specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN UlL.
All work done in the best manner. Orders lett
Slate promptly attended to.

Shop

in next

“

building

north of New
HIGH ST..

England

Take DR. S. O.

on

House

BELFAST, ME

RICHARDSON'S SHEBRY

WINK

medicinal in the market.

Estab-

most

lished in 1808.

j

giving

Railroad

healing

more
can give

same .hizc*

pints

ft*eiliuonic Syrup,

Seaweed'I onic and Mandrake Pills wiil cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according has come—all are invited to attend.
PER ORDER,
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same
July 6, 1869.
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the iood
For Sale
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
A new lap-streaked Boat.
Eighteen feet
the
disease
and the patient outgrows
aud gets well. This
long. Good sails, oars and anchor.
is the only way to cure consumption.
oi
Enquire
To these three medicines Dr. ,1. II. Schenck, of PhilaJACOB AMES, Belfast.
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
•'*u
Upper Bridge.
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it otf by
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
Notice of Foreclosure
ripe a slight cough will throw it oil, and the patient has
rest and tin* lungs begin to heal.
V1THEREAS, WILLIAM A. WARREN, oi >.mhTo do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
Tf
port, in the county of Waldo, on the iwentymust be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so nintb
day ol December, A. D. 186s, by hD deed of mortthat the I*ulino»ie Syrup aud the Iood wii! make good gage of that
date, recorded iu the Waldo Registry, \ ol. j
blood.
14j, page 186, conveyed to me n certain parcel of land,
j
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon tlm liver, removing situate in said
Northport, being the sum* pri iniscs deall obstructions, relax the ducts ot the gall bladder, the scribed in
my warrantee deed to Charlotte A. Martin,
bile starts freely, aud the liver Is soon relieved; the stools dated
February 28th, 1807, and recorded in the Waldo j
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
Registry, Voi. 140, page 194, to which, and the deeds,
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is therein
mentioned, reference is hereby had tor a descrip- j
very daugerous to use unless with great care,) that will tion :-Also, another certain parcel of land, situate In I

—OF THE—

WASHINGTON,

D. <

AMERICA,

CHARTERED III A SPECIAL ACT IIP (OXGBFSS
AI

FROVED

Jl.T

ISfis

V

j

I

r.lW /A FI LL.

$1,000,000.

HI&IVCU Of'FITfl
!

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

PHILADELPHIA,

Hu-general
which all

drest.od.

businc-s? of the-

Company

is transact!

general correspondence should be*

a
:

OFFICERS*

are now.

(.’LAltK.NCK it. CLARK, President.
JAY COOK In, Chairman Finance and K.*. *i;Mv

w

mittee.

IIKXlii D. COOK K, Vice-pj evident.
EMERSON W. PK’KT. Secretary and

Actual..

'Ilfti* ( oiupanj often* tin* followi«v ua.au
tage*:
Mt I* Ft Yutionai Couijttoo
ikiariemi L>
upeeiai act of ron-ms,
It ha* a. paid-up capital of
It offer* low rates of premium.
It furnishes larger insurance tiias. oil*, *
companies for the same monev.
It is fletiuite anil certain in ii* terms*
It is a home company in
every loralif *
Its policies are exempt
The re are no unuecessa r> restrictions ii«

^l.OOd.OOo

public.

A MASS meeting of the friends ot the Penobscot
il Bay and Itiver Railroad, will be holden at the
Court House, in Belfast, on July 14th, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
The matter is one of moment, and the time for action

INSURANCE COM

UNITED STATES OF

ana to

It is a law’ of nature that the higher the
temperature,
the more water air will and must contain. If Furnace
air be not supplied by proper apparatus, the
supply will be
drawn trom any uml all sources, Kveii fron tlie
lungs of
those respiring it. If they happen to be weak so much
the worse lor the lungs.
It is a well known fact, that the Sirocco winds of the
Sahara and Arabian deserts, become the balmy air of Italy, by passing }vor the Mediterranean sea, after be*
■“S' li«*uf«Ml. and taking up a proper and healthful per
cent, ol humidity.
lienee we claim this Furnace to be the most powerful,
as well as the most economical heater at
present in existence, and will w arrant our No. seven to do the work of
No,
ot
older
eight
ever
any
offered to the
pattern
any

Meeting;.

LIFE

"

without them.
By placing the vapor pan u* I»»•*•«• it nlui.ilil be.
above tlic heating apiuiratm.to restore humidity. Pailsful of water should be evaporated, where only

4m55sp

Sebeiick’*

Twenty-five
Square Feet
surface than any furnace of the

j

ischr Nellie T irbox, from Roekport, Me, for Savannah,
before reported at Wilmington, N C, with her
cargo oi
lime on fire, was scuttled and sunk
28th, the fire having
broken out afresh. Sin* now lies at a wharf in the lower
part of the city, and the water at high tide sweeps over
her decks.

OUT or SOOTS.”

BITTERS,—the

\

Is the result ot thirty years’
praoiic.il experience in
the urnnce business, and not
only combines in one Furnace all valuable and well tried
principles, but steps in
advance with new plans, following strictly by natural
laws, however simple they may be. Viz :
By exposing a very large surface directly to a small
amount of fuel.
By making a large amount of atmospheric air impinge
directly upon this large surface, so as at once to take the
heat to the rooms to L*e warmed.
By taking : dvantage of comparative expansion and
construction ot metals in the combination of its parts,
so as to prevent the
escape ot gas.
By preserving tire day and night, by the modern mode
ot mounting doors and
regulators.
By rejecting all lire-brick, and non-conductors, subsh®
Biting a very heavy tire pot, 2 1-2 inches thick sit e
P°mts ot combustion, thus saving the heat hithcro absorbed by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to
iron, if can never clinker nor require new lining.
By easy manner and convenience in tending Furnace.
By additiod of eight radiators upright around the blaze,

As to durability, we will come under bonds that
they
shall last as long as any reasonable man
expects any
Furnace to last.
And will warrant every one to give perfect satisfaction,
tove and Furnace work ot all kinds promptly and
faithlu 11y txecuted.
.8. 8. HEHMEY & 80N.
■nmosi*
Yo. ?8 Main Street.

from*attaclminu

policies.
Every policy is noa-forfeicai.le.
I “olicies may he token which

■»;*>

iia«

usurefl their full aniitiint. and return
a!i
the premiums, so that vile insurance costs
interest on the annual payments
Policies may he taken that will
pay to the
insured, fester a certain niimlier of years
during life, an annual Income of ocio tenth
tlie amount named in the
policy.
>'«»te is «*liai*ge«l for ri»So tin (he
lives of females.
It insures, not to pay dividends to
policy
holders, hut at so low a cost that dividends
will lie hi possible.
C irculars. Pamphlets and full
particular*
give?s ;;a applicatL^M in the liruniSi OliX-r
of the C
ompany, or to
HOU.IX^ & C1IAXDI.KR,
Merch mt
Kx
ang>tate Street, Boston.
g u. rul
ut.-for
N'nv
Ag.
Kngland.

CLIPPER MOWER!
n

J i\ IL'CLKB, iuau.ig
IOC.41 .tkFYT.C ABIE W A.4TKD i.,
anil Town; ami applications
every City
from competent parties for such
agencies
with suitable endorsement, should he addressed to
1*11 B 1*0 HftTlSflY,
fie Hast, .?!*-.
M
Special Agent tor VC aides Count*
R?1

The Best in the Market.

FARMERS OF WALDO COUNTY.

unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ot the said
Northport, containing about three acres, being the!
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
same premises which w. re to me
conveyed bv Harriet A. i
Liver Complaint is oue of the rao-t prominent causes Joy, in
1868, by her deed recorded in said Registry, and ; It >ou wish to purchase a Mowing Machine this summer,
of Consumption.
the
condition
in
said
whereas,
you can be promptly supplied and made
mortgage is broken, by !
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and reason whereof 1 claim a toreclosnre.
fully satisfied with the
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 1 Dated at Belfast, in said County, this sixth day ol Jul*
K, the undersigned, having b. on appointed |>v itu.preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out A. D. '869.
LUTHER PERRY.
«
Hon. Judge of 1'robate, for tie
County of VhI
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic !
•By 6.*
By JosKi'lf Wu.l.1 Amson, iiis attorney.
commissioners to receive and examine the claim? ol
do,
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without formenta- ;
By calling on the Agents at
the creditors of Kbcu 1’.
Smith, late ol Lincolnvilk*. in
tion or souring ot the stomach.
said County, deceased, whose e-tate is
represented in
The great reason why physicians do not cure Consolvent, give notice that -dx months, commencing ol
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medithe 15th day of May, are allowed to said creditor-’ to
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to atop night
Till- Machine is acknowledged to be equal to any other
bring In and prove their claim?, and that thev will attend
before the public, in nil ir^ different sizes, aud the
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
the service assigned u? at
Billings’ Hail,
a hole digestive powers, locking up the
secretions, and
Centre, and or Saturday, the 7th day of August, at 2 of
eventually the patient sinks anu dies.
the clock', l\ M., and on
.Saturday, the :;uih dav oi
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
next Court of Bankruptcy, lor the County ol Is not equaled in the world. These Clippers besides pos- October, at 2 of the clock. I\ 31.
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the- cause, ;
theot
in
excellence
found
some
other
W 31. H. HODGFS
twosessing
points
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can »
Waldo, will be held ai tin office of the Register of wheeled
machines, such as
JOH \ M. GORDON
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia. Probate, in Belfast, on Thursday. July .22, A.D. 1809, at
Two
Dated
this
li*th
both
in
the
while
the
maot
June.
If:'.’.*.
Driving-Wheels,
gear
2
da)
PETER THACHK4t. Register.
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver ana i o’eloek, P. M.
chine is advancing, and out ol gear when backing; one
Belfast. June 24, 1869.
stomach arc made healthy.
.w *l
Main Gear-Wheel only, and that spur; a Hinged FingerIf a person has consumption, ot course the lungs iu
Bar which can be folded lor transportation; a Finger-Bar,
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, broilj
placed in front, and under control of the driver while in
ehial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass District Court oh tub United <
1N bankri i* it
his seat : a Gear-Shifter, operated by the driver's foot, to
Status. District of Maine.
THK UioiiKsi i-Uii (•, PAIlt Fun
ol Inflammation and fast decaying. In sucli cases what i
\
stop or start the knife; a Machine balanced by the weight
must bo done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
In the matter of JOHN FLOWERS,
ot the driver; a pole, so placed a- ft> avoid side-draft;
Bankrupt.
but it is the whole bedy. The stomach and liver have
False Shoes, for adjusting the height of cut.
IS ORDERED that a second general
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the j
meeting oi the Steel
Has in addition, many valuable and important features
Creditors of said Bankrupt be held before'Peter
only chance is to take Dr. .Schenck’s three medicines, |
and peculiarly its own, among which are the
•°»mc 'i
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient i Tiiaciikk, Es^., Register In Bankruptcy, in said District, distinctly
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make j at his office in said Belfast, to wit, at the office of the following:
A
Patent
of
on
the
Register
2?d day of July, A. 1)., 1869,
Runner-sln.ped Cast-Steel Finger-Bar, a PaProbate,
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and at
;s o’clock 1*.
M., for the purposes’ named in the Twenty tented Finger,forged from cast steel, with point and cut- i
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
ting edge tempered; an Improved Outside Shoe, with an
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is j Seventh Section of the Bankrupt Act of March 2, 1867.
Adjustibie Track Board; an Inside as well as Outside1
WM. If. FOGLKR, Assignee.
the only way to cure Consumption.
ol malleable iron, light, -irong, and every way su- THK DuCK KYK, during fh» XIXJ. v. irs it has L
Shoe,
-n
When there is no lung disease aud only Liver Com- j
before the public, has earned t <r iG.-!r a
heavy cast iron -hoe; a Knife-Head, with
and
Schenck’s
Seaweed
Tonic and Man- ! District Court oi the United
reput.;
plaint
Dyspepsia,
broad
lation such has never b'-cn attained
bearings arid a ball and socket joint; a Wooden i
drake Pills are .sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup,—
bankrupt!
h>
District
of
Maine.
States,
*
Connecting Rod, light, clastic, and strong, not liable to'
>ny other impl< m *n*
i*-- uiass.
rake the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
break th*1 knife or knife-head, a Cutting Apparatus, so
In the matter of EDWIN P. TREAT,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Bankrupt.
connected to the frame that it tie v be brought instantly
who
Dr. Schenck,
has enjoyed uninterrupted health for !
THIRD GENERAL MEETING of the Credto the very roots of the gras.,, or elevated so as to cut !
itors of »ald Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, in
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- |
high or pass over boggy and stony groum a strong Iron | F.-oiu I;.- urst
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pul- I said District* on the 22nd day of July, A. IE, 1869,
inliodueiiou,-i:i3 titki'ti I lie !...id Jn tl..
Frame, which encases the gearing and shafting, 'flic Mowing Machine
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced at ’A o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Thaeher, Esq., Draft so
market, and oa. h nov.-fdlur
applied as to mike the CLIPPER the lightest has only served to lncrea-c
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He i one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, to
i.
gre ,t popuLrllC until ll
mower
in
the
world.
The
materials
and work- Is now
running
wit ; at the office of the Register ot Probate, for the
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his reas the
universally
recognizes
pur- manship are of a character that make it the most durable
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr. poses named in the 28th Section ot the Bankrupt Act ol and
the
machine
to
consequently
cheapest,
buy.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sue- March:.*, IWI7.
N. If. HUBBARD, Assignee.
Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- !
cess.
Gold Medal No.
Belfast-, June 21, 1869.
2\v.#l
for One
We now offer to the Farmer , ol
Fniflan.l
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
awarded at
1808.
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
entirely ikw
District Court ok the United >
at
his
every*
professionalfy
Principal Office, Philadelphia,
in bankruptcy.
The Committee who had clsirge of the Great Trial at
States. District of Maine.
^
Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. I
Auburn. X. Y., in 1'J.-.. in reference to the CLIPPER
In the matter of JOHN
He is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New ;
FLOWERS, Bankrupt.
..mi we can eoniideutly assur. them that w. i, *v *•—
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street, ! T»IS IS TO Cl YE NOTICE that a Petition has been Machine, say
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free, j X presented to the Court, this
ceeded in obtainfng the CKr« c gr< ,t »>J• c*.
The mechanical execution ol this machine reflects j
twenty-fourth day of
but for a thorough examination with Tils Respirometer ; June A. D.
John
sought after viz
Flowers of Belfast, ;n said Dis- the highest credit upon Mr. Dutton,the inventor; in this j
1809, by
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from U A, M. to trict, a
that lie mav be decreed to have respect it surpasses all the rest. All the bearings are as
Bankrupt,
praying
$ P. M.
a full
discharge from all his debts, provable under the smooth as machinery can make them, all the Joints are
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
Bankrupt act; and upon reading said Petition
closely fitted, all the parts arc mathematically in line, all
$1.50 per bottle, or $r.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
It i> Ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had the materials of which it is composed are ot the best that
trj cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO.. 58 Hanover !
upon tiie same, on the lirst Monday of September, A. D.,
?an be procured. So excellent was the workmanship of
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug
1809, before the Court in Portland, in said District, ui this machiuc, that a protest hi writing was entered at
I 10
gists.
iy2u
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published Auburn by one of the exhibitors against it,Jon the ground j! WV sh«il be
giaj to give any one in w r.t of r ,#>,
in the
Republican Journal, and the Rockland Free that it was better than the builders wi re In the habit ot
j HORSF MOWER, uu opportunity to try this M.iclun
I rcss. newspapers printed in said
District, once a furnishing to their customers. A sub-committee was ap- being satisfied
it Is the best yet produced.
week for three weeks, nnd that all creditors who have
jointed to examine the machines in their warehouses, |
[From Dispensatory ot the United Slates.
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may ap- md also In the hands of lariners. Alter a careful examl J cm mum ax a au
DIOSMA CRENATA—BUCHU LEAVES.
pear at said time and place and show cause, if any they
Yo. (iO 3lain Street
nation, the Committee reported that the machine was in
Properties.—Their odor is strong, diffusive, and have,
the prayer of said Petition should nor be
June
why
10 respect better than those which they had sold, and |
Belfast,
22,
linosw
somewhat aromatic, their taste bitterish, and analogous granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
which were exposed in their warehouses for current j
to mint.
2wol
Clerk of District Court for said District.
:ale«.’
lilt.
Medical Properties and Uses. Buchu leaves are
gently stimulant, with a peculiar tendency to the Urinary
District Court or thk United
•
Iv »ankri
lN
it *.
'1 hey are given in complaints of the Urinary Organs.
State's, District of Maine.
flic Clipper Number One was gotten up to supply the
\
—OF—
such as Gravel, Chronic Catarrh of the Bladder, Morbid
wants of such farmers as desire for any reason to use onintho matter of JAMES
LANCASTER,
Bankrupt.
Irritation of the Bladder and Uretha, Diseases of the
one horse for mowing.
It is capable of cutting five to
ly
SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the CredProstrate Gland, and Retention or Incontinence ot Urine, I
eight acres per d .y without injury to the horse—the labor
itors of said Bankrupt will be held at
from a loss ot tone in the parts concerned in its evacuaBelfast, in being no greater than plowing corn. The very great famid District,on the twenty-second day of J
uly, A. L)., 1809, vor with which it has been leeeived is the best evidence
tion. The remedy ha9 also been recommended in Dys- j
it three o'clock, I*.
M., at the office of Peter Thaeher, that it is suited to the
pepsia, Chronic Rheumatism, Cutaneous Affections, and
purpose for which it was made.
Esq., one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said DisDropsy.
Although timorous other styles of one-horse machines
and WORKS OF ART
:ricr, to wit: at the office of the Register of Probate, for have
Hklmbold’s Extra* t Buchu is used by persons
been
this
is the only practical one in use.
|
attempted,
lie purposes named in the 27th Section of the
from tl»e ages of is to 25, and from 35 to 55. or In the deBankrupt It was first brought into the market In 1*0(1, when fifty
I’ndor the direction .i t...
\ctof
March ,2, 1807.
W.M. G. CROSBY, Assignee,
i
clin*; or change of life; after Confinement, or Labor
were built.
The same year it was awarded the Grand
Belfast, June 28, 1809.
:»w.11
Pains; Bed-Wetting in children.
Golden Medal, overall competitors, at the Auburn Tri.il.
In affections peculiar to females, the Extract Buchui
In 1807 one hundred and sixty-two were built, and allive hundred and eighty last year, we
unequaled by any other remedy, as in Chlorosis, or ReAlllS IS TOGIVE NOTICE: That on the twenty-sec- though we built
were unable lo supply the demand by several hundred.
tention, Irregularity, Painfulness or Suppression ot Cusond day of June, A. D. 1809, a warrant in Banktomary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Schirrous State of the ;
•uptcy was issued against the Estate of JOSEPH F. !
Uterus, Leucorrhea, or Whites.
Will commence at
1 ALL of Lincolnville, in the
are
Diseases of the Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel
County of Waldo, and
•fate of Maine, who has been
and Dropsical Swellings.
adjudged a Bankrupt on
increases
This modicine
us own petition;
ana
as a member of the I
Individually
the power of Digestion, and excites the Absorbents into j
irm of Me LI RE & CO., the other member of which
J Ai i. on ilit. Same Uniform Principle, am. Deshealthy action, by which the Watery or Calcareous depo- I irm was JA.MES
In
.,n
McLLRE; and as a member of the j
sitions, and all Unnatural Enlargements are reduced, as irm of
ignated by Numbers and Sold as FollowsJOHNSON, HA LI. & CO, the other members of
well as Pain and Iutiammation.
vhieh firm were H. II. JOHNSON and ANSEL LOTH- I No. 1.—480 lbs.
3 1-2 feet cut, 30 inch
IIklmbold’sK xtuvct Buchu has cured every case
weight,
1 •”>.
$110 00
wheels, one-horse,
of Diabetes in which it has been given. Irritation ot the j iOP; and as a member of the firm of McLURE, LOTHiOP & CO., the other members ol which firm were No. 2.— 310 lbs. weight, 4 feet cut, 30 Inch wheels,
Contributions of whatever is n. w, useful, ..ad taauiiNeck, ot the Bladder, and Inflammation of the Kidneys, j bENJAMIN
W. LOTHROP and JAMES AI« LUKE;
$120 00 i ful in mechanism and art, from all parts ot t! country
light two-horse,
Ulceration of the Kidneys and Bladder, Retention ot i
tnd as a member of the firm of
LOTHROP & No. 3.—020 lbs. weight, 4 1-2 feet cut, 32 inch
ST IvVM MOTLN K POWER will be sup
art- solicited
Urine, Diseases of the Prostrate Gland, Stone in the ! j » the other member ot which HALL,
firm was BENJAAIIN
wheels,
00
medium,.$19,0
Bladder, Calculus, Gravel, Brick-Dust Deposit, and MuiV.LOTIIROP;t.hat the payment ol'any debts and delivery i No. 4.—082 lbs. weight, 4 1-2 fees cut, 30 inch
plied for machinery. Honorary awards of (laid. ^ilv.
cus or Milky Discharges, and for enfeebled and delicate
>f
property belonging to such Bankrupt, to him, or for
$mooo and Bronze Medals, and Diplomas, will to given for a:
vheels, large,
constitutions, of both sexes, attended with the following lisany
use, and the transfer of any property by him are for- ;
To those who prefer a live feet cut on No. 4. as a M ow tides
symptoms: Indisposition to Exertion, Loss ot Power, ridden
deserving especial notice.
that a meeting of the Creditors ot the!
law;
by
Loss of Memory, Difficulty of Breathing, Weak Nerves,
er or Reaper, an additional charge will be made of $3.
mid
to
their debts and to choose one or
Persons requiring large space.»; more particular n.
WARRAUTY.-The CLIPPER as a Mower or
Trembling, Horror of Disease, Wakefulness, Dimness of noreBankrupt, ofprove
his
will
be
held
at
a
Court
ot
Assignees
Estate,
is warranted to be of light draft, and to cut grass formation, may address
Vision, Pain in the Back, Hot Hands, Flushing of the
to be holden nt Belfast in the District of Reaper
or grain in a workmanlike manner, equal to the best work
body, Dryness of the Skin, Eruptions on the Face, Pallid bankruptcy,
before Peter Thaeher, Register, on the 22d with
a scythe or cradle.
Countenance, Universal Lassitude of the Muscular Sys- riaine,
lay of July, A. 1). 1869, at J o’clock P. AI. at the office of
WO€»I»*. VI.4.THEWS* A BAKER,
tem, &c.
4w50
BOVTOV. TI kM>»
lie Register of Probate.
LEANDER WEEKS,
Hklmbold’s Extract Buchu is Diuretic and Bloodtf49
Agents, Belfast, Maine,
3w.1l
U.
S. Dep. Atarshal, as Alessenger
and
cures
all
from
Diseases arising
habits of
Purifying,
dissipation, excesses and imprudences in life, impurities of the Blood, &c., superseding Copaiba in affections
or
which it is used, such as Gonorrhiea, Gleet of long
LEWIS’ INHALANT, lor the Phthisic,
standing, and Syphilitic Affections—in these diseases. !
used in connection with HelmboldN Rose Wash,
Sold by all Druggists and dealers eveiy where. Beware
the rao9t Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes
of counterfeits. Ask for Heimbold’s. Take no other.
Inhaled with the breath, R. goes directly to the l ungs
Deliver- !
Price—$1.25 per bottle, or »*• bottles for
and air cells, and relief is immediate and eertau
ed to any address. Descriln? symptoms in all communl- \
PATENTED, May 18, ISrtO.
cations.
office in IIAYKORD’8 BLOCK.)
limosol
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
Address H. T. HELMBOLD, 591 Broadway, N. Y.
Has the pleasure to intorm the public that he has .11'ST i
RECEIVED a splendid uew stock of
J\ C LEH1M, Proprietor,
XTONE ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN
llelfant. tlainr.
tfSO
steel-engraved wrapper, with facsimile of my j
Chemical warehouse, and signed

Commissioners’ Notice.

'UPPER

BANKRUPTCY

MOWKH,

WOODS, MATHEWS & BAKER’S Store-

NOTICES.

Lincoinville

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

ONE HORSE CLIPPER

THE

J

W O O I..* !

j

j

W OOLI!

QASHAND

1

S. S. HERSEY &50W, 78 Main St.

IT

BUCKEYE MOWER?

>

1

perinrtothc

The Standard Machine,

THE

|

j

1,
Auburn,

I

Standard Harvester of flit: country.

Horse,

One Horse

j

Mower

Lightness,
Strength,

]
j

and
Ease of Draught.

BUCliU.

j

oi No. 1

Decnption

Organs.

:

Clipper.

ELEVENTH EXHIBITION

j

THE

American Manufaciures,

MACHINERY,

j

MASS

j

1

Mechanic Association,

j

The

i

|

CHARITABLE

Made of
Clipper Machines
Four Different Sizes.

FANEUIL AND

QUiN€Y

HALL-'

BO>T<)V,

WKDNESDAN

....

Su‘|»i..

j

...

JOSEPH L

j

j
|

Clothingl Clothing!
D L.

PEAVY,

U. 7 IMIi:\IY

F. S. NICKERSON,

Attorney

ROW.

tfc Counsellor at

BELFAST,.

Law,

BATES, Secretar

Phthisic!

Phthisic!!

Always

Relievos

Maine.

j

H. T. HELMBOLD.

ASK FOR PL CLAIM'S SHERRY WINE

j

READY MADE CLOTHING,
consisting

Uoa(«, Pam*

BITTERS,

i

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is
genuine,
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

anil Vests, liuen iuiu
1'iiUer (*armeuts.

Also

i
i

j

a

aa«l

tine assortment ot

HATS, CAPS AND CLOTHS.
Mi oi

which will be sold at the loai^at cash price*. |
-oo-

He returns thanks for the liberal patronage heretofore
received, and invites the public to call and examine his Stock, satisfied that he cau sell them
SUITS CHEAPER than they can be
bought elsewhere.

llutcher’s Dead Shot for Bed-Bug**.
Butcher’* JLIg*htuing Fly Killer.
Sold by Druggest everywhere.
lmosph*

—

Be

POSITIVE
DERS.

If your

AID

druggist

IECATIVE
hasn’t the

POW-

Powders, send

mailed to you, post paid.

1 box (§1, O boxes f 5

tf43sp

Wo. 1 Phemi\ Hurt.

3mo«5l

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R.
meeting
held at
AtitCompany,
that
a

list.,

of the

voted,

President and Directors ot said
their Office in Belfast, on tiie I

was
an assessment be made of ten
per centum on each and all of the shares in said Corporttion, and that the same be paid to its Treasurer, at tiis
office in said cliy, on or before the first day of August
next.
W. T- COLHUKN, Treasurer.
Belfast, June 31,1869.
35,50

For Sale at

Worcester, Mass,
are wanted
immediately, from
fifteen ladies, between the ages ot eigh-

TTT’ANTED—There

Liverpool
UfJV/ from Bark
out, by

hereby given that I have relinquished to
KINGSBURY, Ilia time during the remainder of his minority. I shall claim none
of his earnings, nor pnv any debts of Ills contracting, afWILLIAM KINGSBURY.
ter this date.
Attest—U. K. Ward.
3w50Frankfort, June 10, 1800,

XTOTICE

Bargain.

Salt

UIIDS. Liverpool Salt,

Freedom Notice.
jN

a

ORONTES, 45 ton-* O. M., sai:
nearly new, well found in rigging, ground
tackling, &c. For particulars enquire ot
I.. A. KNOWLTON, or .i, \\
FltKD
ERICK & CO. Belfast.
4wit*
Schooner

twelve to
V▼
teen and thirty, to act as assistants and nurses to the Insane.
Ladies who have taught in
country schools preferred, but any having the necessary acquirements and
coming well recommended, will secure a position. AdDr. M. BEMIS, Superintendent,
dress,
31
Worcester, Mass.

la

John S.

bond or
6w5l

now

Harris,”

discharging

and for sale in
W. B. SWAN & CO.

mysonCHARLKS

Company.

a

i
brief
description cf your disease to Prof. Payton
;
M. D., Box 5817, New York City, and those
Spence,
mysterious, wouder-working* Powder* will
be

90—-

Remember the Place—

ye healed

of Hhatioever DU«a»e ye have by
the Great Spiritual Remedy, 9IR«. hPEWClS’N

Massachusetts Insane Asylum,

of

S'fWtrt7! mineral Rooliug. especially

adapted to fUt tdOf
BY
1 also hold r~Ytcl| well
buildings

to

rbj fo.giit

June 15,1869.

HENRY

106

Fcr Sale.
the bbl.

Billiard Tables.

prepare 1 to move or raise
desired.
J. N. STEWART.
Jmos49

HEIMS,

Sudbury Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with the Pm
tent Combination otrlp Cushion, superior
to any now In use, at reduced prices.
6mo39
40TA11 orders promptly intended to.

V1

|to ftobcrttscmmte.

othi).

HE LEADETH WE.
He leadeth mo!
given pastures and still waters.
Not nlwa\s over fertile plains and dewy meads;
Km oft o’er dex-rts hot and parched. His sons and
\

The attention of reflecting invalids is invited to the following observations. The questions are such as the sick
would be likely to ask; the replies are simple farts cloth
ed in language that everybody can understand.

always by

>i

daughters,

through tin* mountain pass, our Father leads.
'. though my path may rugged bo,

< n-

Important

WHY
Aperient adapted

is Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer
cure of Indigestion and its concomitants ?

lo

I tear not, for lie leadeth me.

the

WHY

In

you blue ocean many an errant isle.
Hut let the storm-clouds gather free ;
\nd harmless—for lie leadeth me.

lie leadeth me!
Not ever i* Hi> guiding linger pointing
<
dearly along ray near and distant way.
\!\ eve-are sometimes dim.despite their high

is it recommended for obstructions in the
other renal diseases, and the dropsy t

an-

A nd cannot trace d’ruth’s clear and -il\erv ray.
Yet. though one *tep alone 1 *ee.
1 follow for He leadeth me.

He leadeth me!
!

clasping.

not always feel Hi* pierced hand
I may not always hear Ilis inner voice.

mav

feeble ’touch forever firmly grasping
Hi- < cos -. niy fainting spirit’s only choice.
\nd yet, though I may faithless be.
Hi hold is firm: He leadeth me.

lie leadeth tne!
i.rth I'niin tliesi• gloomy shades of death and terror,
I-.11 ill from thi' blighted earth and stormy sky,
In -at'ety Ihrcngli ilie serried hosts of sin and error.
In -atei v t.i my peaceful home on high.
Those threatening ranks I only sec:
II, is my shield: Ife leadeth me.
II'- leadeth me
ill- heights whose light celestial, gleaming
in glory, earthly longue may not portray:
\\ nr re gUtssy sea-, and gold and niarhle whiiely

t p

i<i

WHY

is it

for rheumatism, and claimed to be emibeneficial in all the varieties of that disease

prescribed

nently

bad

BECAUSE
inflammatory

Hi- leadetli me:
v. longer than by faith alone.or in dim vision
And mourning of the hidings of Hi- face:
it- -i'li- bright living fountains, in lli- courts Kly-ian,
I In l.anih leads every rescued child of grace.
Tear- wiped away, forever free.
I p i" lli- throne He leadetli me.

oF

at

<

rheumatism is caused by the
action of an
acid in the blood upon the fibers, membranes and liga
ments; and the salines of the .Seltzer Aperient being absorbed into the veinous system tend to neutralize tin- vi-

;

tiating principle.

WHY
is it given
acter ?

by the faculty in fill disorders

o(

a

febrile char-

BECAUSE

;

!

;
!

j

j

FOR THE WEST AND

MANUFACTURERS,
town of Alliance, Ohio, offers
TO SOUTH.—-The
A
Coal at §2.25

the

following advantages: superior
per ton,do
l*\ ered; Hard Wood Timber, Erick, Lime Fire and Pottery
Clay in abundance. Railroad, Lake, and River Shipping
Facilities equal to any interior town in Ohio. Alliance ;
is a rapidly growing and beautiful town, 84 miles from j
Pittsburg, and 00 from Cleveland, with two flourishing j1
Colleges, a new first-class Opera House, and surrounded
a well-developed farming couutry for supplying a large j
population of operatives. Letters of inquiry should be ;
iddressed to E. TEETERS, Chairman Manufacturing !
Committee.

gleaming.

Image bill faintly forth tlial upper da\.
I know 1 shall its glories see
I iielotided. where lie leadeth me.

Xe.

_

lie leadeth Mle!
it opens the ports, reduces the temperature of the body.
In aeh * went, in every joy or sorrow.
calms the nerves, and acts as a moderate evacuaut, and
hi e\ eiw care or hope my life may know,
has a refreshing effect upon the whole system.
Of all
ldji’ough every dark and *tarry night, or glowing fever drinks it is the most cooling and delightful.
In
this
brief
morrow,
summary of the virtues of Tarrant's Ef
fervescent Seltzer Aperient, nothing i* set forth which is
»r w here Ilis Spirit ealleth me to go:
not justified by testimony of competent medical men.
He the fir*t I’iigrim deigned to be
flOLD BV Alt DRl«6I8Tft.
In pathways where lie 1 adetli me.
t

CLEVELAND, DETROIT,
(ireally Reduced Kales,

De Grafl’’s “Crystal Hair Renewer.”
anti the best Hair Preparation in the World.
i Nothing like it for Restoring Gray and Faded Hair
its youthful color and beauty. As a Hair Invigorator

>T"EW
;o

ind

Dressing it has no equal.- It is as pure as water
eaving no discoloration on scalp or clothing. It is delightful to use, from its neatness, freedom from offensive
poors, and its sure and magical effects.
4fc3r‘Sold everywhere at 7 cents.
DE GRAFF & CO., Proprietors, Milford, N. li

pj

M

»

HOOK
AGEYTM W.4YTEU
for Harding’s New Illuminated and 11
Editions of the

«lHIU
5AAA

won so

cure

A

TRIBE

Bunyan’s

Three

aiAGENTS.

!*

‘•Beyond

importance oi

its

cures

RETI

Quickest and Easiest Route ta Boston1
Through by

Complaints, arising

from

rlday mornings

ensure

THIRTY

1

>11'“

........

replenish

already

just

1

l.i.SI.

The Steamship 4V.V*. TlBHIiTTs
wiil leavp ■*•>*<’’' 'Vital t, Boston, lor Ik...
s^tMBBas&kor every Thursday at 1' M., touching
Belfast, Sandy Point, Bueksport and Wiuterport. It
turning will leave W Interport every Mondav .at at a
SI., touching at the above ports. Freight ti.k.-n :.t r.-,.
sonable rates.
St. N. 1.E44 IS A < SI..
UTo. .Vi VIuiii Srivei
Bellast, Oct. 48.
ton

SITUATIONS,

tiii:

kvi:.

iii

mi

DR, E. KNIGrHT,
PIIVSK I 4 S

discovered

4 4 11

he is curing
RASwherebydeafness

blindness and

ltd LIST.

treatment

a new

Home

lor the F ye mid h
oi the worst cases

t:

oi

known, without instrument*
or pain.
Kyes blind for >cars, and pronounced incur*
ble bv the best occulists in this eountrv, have been curt
in

a

ev<

1

few weeks.

CANCERS! CANCERS!!
l>r. Knight has discovered it new treatment lor Cun
cers that surpasses all others now in use.
It cures w it:
! out knife, piaster or pain, and heals without a sc .i
: Fistula, White Swellings, Fry-ipelas, i'alsv and Fi*cured in half the time and half’tli.
\p. -o ,.t .u> ollie
treatment.
CON’SCMI'TION easily cured when taken in -» i-.....
Every kind ot humors eradicated from (he s\,t, n,.
Dr. Knight invites all afflicted with the above uam
diseases to call and consult him before resorting t<> m,
other treatment. Fifteen days will -satisfy any on. oi the
No charge tor eon-i.1
efficiency of his new medicine

tion,
Office,

:i

Fast Canton street, Bo>ton.

FURNITURE!
K IK 1.1}

,\

.mo

FURNITURE!
MATUKVVK

No. II. 1 M1KXIX

K( >\\

BELFAST,
Have

ft Splendid Assortment of
Superior NVALni
I’AKLOK Fl.'KNi i'L RE, covered with Hair Clotl.
Repps, -See., Dining Room Furniture, Collage Chainm
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattiv<-e-, Spring Rods, Sola
Bedsteads, Chairs ot all varieties, in iu everything i
! the way ot Furniture.
We manufacture most of our good.-, and
employ tb
! best ot workmen, which enable- w- t«. uflei
great iudm

ments to all who want really good Furniture at low mt •
All goods of our own manufacture are warranted A
sold to go into tincountry will be packed with cure amt
! dispatch. Call and see. ship ( ubinet Work and turning
I of all
descriptions done to order. Work Shop at B« Iia
1

Foundry.
(

1».

FIELD.

A

ft:*:

MATHEWx

tt

Billiard Tables,
TifcJlNI III!

XIEl iVlH,

•.

SPRING DRESS GOODS,

106

Sudbury Street,

BOSTON,

MASS.

Manufacturer ot BILLIARD i Alll.lx, with the IM
***nl 4 omitinnCioii «lri|» t ii»liio«4,
superior
to any now in use, at reduced prim**
■&#' All orders promptly attended to.
urn.

BELFAST,

BETjEAST

WHITE GOODS. MANHOOD HOW LOST. HOW RESTORED:

|

n ,y

M E HC HANTS'

!

T. IV. iU. IV. Pitcher,

A VALUABLE MEDICAL BOOK!
CONTAINING

ISM*.

Boston and Penobscot River

JOBBING DEPARTMENT

.w_

o'clock.

their comfort and -afety.

Belfast, April

Incident to Married aud Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDER*;
Mercurial Affections Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
; the Face; Swelling of the .Joints; Nervousness; Constitui tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad-

n'A\

Durability.

Country,

at o

Passengers will be ticketed through to Ho,ton and a
intermediate stations, arriving the sane evening
Upturning will leave Portland every Monday Wedn..
day and Friday evening, at 10 o’clock.
lhe Richmond is one of the strong, st iml satet bo.-u
fver built, of remarkable
speed, clean ami comfortabir1 a mongers are assured that e\er
i-dns will be t -k n

“vl V \
fp*}\J" J

ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences ;

been

continence

i k

EKTCE, $1.00 EE It llOTTI.E.
For sale l>y all Drugglstsln Belfast.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L. DIX
if failing to cure in les9 time than
any
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YV^ILLIAM
friends.
He first raise i the tea in TT Stores, Storehouses and Whart ol H i. A N
DKKSOX, .lit., are now opening an entire new -jock
1805, having got the seed in Can- consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA OF FEE
ton, and, in 1808, he gathered seven FLOUR, COFFEE
Rio
HAVANA
PORK,
JAPAN TEA
ST. .1 AGO
chests, and cured it in porcelain
BEEF,
OOLONG1
MUSCOVAImj
LARI),
RAISIN'
over a slow fire.
He and his friends
TOBACCO, SPICES, .'ALT, OATS, FISH, &«
A full and complete assortment ol Groceries, which \\<
tried it, and found it superior to any invite
purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
tea they had ever seen before; so
YV.M. 11. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
sent
all
the
to
they
great Belfast. May 1, istlu.
samples
(|j.;
tea dealers in Canton, Hong Kong,
and Pekin, and they all pronounce
A HABRIS’
if the best tea they had ever seen.
Mew Carpet Store !
It has all the good qualifies of JaNatural riAHE SUBSCRIBER, thankful to the public for the
pan, Oolong, and Hyson.
kindness and liberal patronage lie has received
A
his new store on High Street, opposite Field &
Leaf, perfectly pure, delightful fla- atMathews'
Furniture store, takes the liberie to inform tin
that he lias opened a stairway in hi? new store
vor, and very strong.
They want- public
leading to a l.arg CARPCT
where hr of
ed to engage all he could raise for fers for sale a I as low prices as ever before offered in B.el
fast, a splendid stock of
their trade; but he sends it all to
O^LEt.P3Ein?X3SrC3-fil.
his brother in Boston, and we have
—CONSISTING OUwhat we want of it for our trade Tliicr
from Hu
Ply, §u|M‘i'tiiM> anti Sapn
here.
We warrant this to suit all
best Lowell and Hartford tactoiiv'-. Also Oil
lovers of tea; also to be better than Also on hand aClotlirs an«i YS«at*
good stock <d Cloths, consisting <,t
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, < ASSiMEKE.s <u
can be bought in the United States
all grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS, COTTON
ADES and FLANNELS.
for $1.25 per pound, and we sell if A Do on hand a lot
ol Ready V ado Clothing, to he sold
out within thirty dr vs if possible.
at the low price of $1.10 per lb.
sales
and
AftTOuiok
small’profits i- nn motto.
•hnl.*
A. HARRIS.
Come, or send and try if,

cretions.

inViiy

lie leadeth me!
No cloud by day. by night no tiers pillar.
No visioned cohort of the hosts*above
A ppear*: but far more glorious is His voice—though
stiller
l han clarion roll call, for it speaks of love.
\nd thus | t*vcr know that He—
M \ <;uid-\m> Saviour—leadeth me.

>

BOSTON, NEW YORK.
NI AG V K A

never

Line 1

BOSTON and LOWELL.

upon the confidence of mankind,
remedy for pulmonary complaints.
scries of years, and among most

PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURG.
ALBANY, BUFFALO,

TEEN-EU TEA,

zt combines the properties of a mild diuretic sudorific
with those of a local and general iuvigorant, and by promoting perspiration relieves the blood of a large amount
of morbid matter which would otherwise vitiate the se-

Independent
For

in the whole historv of
widely and so deeply
as this excellent
Through a long
of the races of
mem it has risen higher and
ill
their estimahigher
tion, as it has become better known. Its uniform

Probably

medicine, has anything

WEST AMD SOUTH
Via

—OF—

BECAUSE

ointing.

TO ALL POINT'S

1,373 Chests

kidney* and

SANFORD'S

Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.

Just Arrived

He leadeth me!
golden sunbeams playing.
my landscape answering catch relieves the bowels without weakening them, and modertheir smile.
ately stimulates the bile-producing organ.
11 i* clouds are often more than fleecy shadow* *tray-

ing.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
For Diseases of the Throat and Dungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping

CHINA!

It touts the membranes of the stomach and promote? the
secretion of the gaslrie juice, the solvent which convert?
1I
the food into a life-sustaining agent; and also beemu* It

\\>! always are His
\ot always does

Great Reduction of Fares!

-ruon—

BECAUSE

b

News

CITY

BONDS,

—

Patent

HY

Safety Apparatus |

a

1

ami

0 1 c

Cloakings,

(1O.UMKN0KMKNT

GLOVES,

j

BOOTS

ANII SHOES

CASKETS,;

FANCY GOODS

by

or

gives Bellas! City Bund- A GREY I
ADVANTAGE over the bond- ot town- ;,nd itl« with it
them b> In the mo-i
subject to this tax, and niakt

are

desirable investment in the murk*, t
.i t
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of the.->- mauls wei.
before the decision ot the Commissioner w t- rccelv. d
and invester- will find it for their advantage t» send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thiu*
more than a limit»</ amount u ill be
disposed of at toriu
rates.
II MO. IIIORNDllvL,
tt I"
Ity Treasurer.
I

fir.

13.

GrIJL.IL.TJM,

1

WORSTEDS

COFFINS,

railroad,

This consideration

DIC.

HOSIERY,

ot lutei n
these bonds uiv m»t Imbl
tux ot HVE I’KK ( E\l
ik
gi\ en b\ t.»v\ us or * iti« in aid ,.i
way ot a loan id credit to a ram cad

revenue
or bonds

company.

—

C loaks

DECISION ot the ('omEiissiom

A

Revenue, just received,

to the internal
railroad bonds,

_

Variety,

Physician

by

&

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
i

SIGN

F*

O K X A M I! X 1 A I

Nr

a

i

n

t

e r

i GRAINING, GLAZING, Git DING, and t \|GL
■HANGING executed in the mite-t Style,
-HU*CABINS Grained, varnished and poli.-hed in the un.-t
Modern ami Best Style. BLINDS paint, d if
low.t
! price than can be done at any other Shop it done helm
the 1st of April oi May. Also, v' A Itiil AG I LAIN
1NG at the lowea C ASH prices.

I

Mh«>|»

on

6m:t0

Surgeon,

Wathlugton

Mi.
s. R.

GU I.I M.

Come One!-Come All!!

Massachusetts, saw no reason to convict; on
the contrary, they felt in their hearts, from
die nature of the evidence, that the
poor creat-

Nottingham

SIIIKT PATTERNS

on

hand and

Lace

selling

GOLD, SILVER,

Curtains,

Coin, lira fits and

GOLD PRIZE HO H ER

VERY CHEAP

Made al Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

HORSE

innocent of the crime imputed to her.
—CUT AT—
.Massachusetts bawled herself hoarse for Mrs.
j Decidedly the Leading Machine in ComSurratt's execution. The
cry arose from every
As we have another LARGE STORE in
H, L.
petition with the World.
town, city and hamlet of that “Commonwealth
Took
the
!
trial Prizes in 1867, and the highest
An.
lO
Ml.
highest
q
||
..I moral feeling." “executeher! execute her!”
Rockland, we are obliged to buy in large
triil Prizes in 1808. The Great. Trials toll truth.
and to the everlasting shame and
Took the Maine State Society’s Medal in 1808.
I
of
disgrace,
quantities; an ADVANTAGE we are
Sold one-third of all bought in Maine last
the United States, this cry was heeded
by the
year, ten others in the market notwithenabled to give our Customers.
wretches who conducted the trial, and Mrs.
standing. The only Mower offered
in Maine that ever received a trial
Surratt was publicly murdered at the capital
My entire stack of
first Prize Medal.
of the nation, and within sight of the Executive mansion, where sat the man who could
F- A. CARLE, Agent, Belfast, Mo.
lor sale by tlll.nKHT 1.. CritTI*,
have saved her from the bloody hands of her
JOBBIAi! A SPECIALTY. ‘iAlso
licit lilntcfipoit.
inos48
executioners. To-day there is not a sane After this date at reduced prices lor net cash. I will say
to the public that this is the best lot of carriages
mind in the country, outside of Massachusetts,
that 1 have ever built in Belfast.
our
examine
Country Dealers are invited to
that believes Mrs. Surratt died a guilty womA SMALL LOT OP
Portland
an.
Yet it is not unlikely that the “moral
Goods and Prices; as we can name ligcannot bp matched lor pattern, style and finish.
< oimnonwealth” will strive to save the murures, that will INDITE them to
Business Wagons
deress, Nancy ii. Madan, from the penalty of
her crime, provided her political sentiments that will suit any one. All warranted Work and best ol
Purchase.
ton sai,l
stock, and made by MEN, not BOYS. Thinking
are of the
right stripe. If she will only beof making a change in my business I
lieve in Sambo, her chance for commutation
advertise as above.
9IMONTON BROS. & CO.
V Ivl H Y CIIS3AF.
NATHAN WHITTEN.
is good.
[New York Day Hook.
t(44
Way 1. 1«6».
lmo48
il. i. JLttliU Wit lO HijrU tot
Belfast, June 22,18G9.
ti$0
ure w as

LOOK!

LOOK!'

We would

Ruggies
My

LOOK'!!

S. A HOWES & CO.

call your attention to the

$5*1!^

J. 114 Itlini l l A CO

Buggies

!

I

am

(T’FFS AT

H. L. LORD’S.
i

Cali at No. 10 High St

l

bought

Spool

Corsets, 75

Cotton,

Prints, B, 10,

IA

large

ets.

200 yds for 2 ets
12 and 14 ets per yd.

and well selected stork

DRY GOODS

Retail

to be

closed

October,

before

or

oi

out

;it

Wholesale.

out

dr. burgess, hi
will be happy to wait on his old customers nnd tin
restored to their oilg
public generallv. Teeth tilled nndnerves
treated and tilled
Inal shape. Teeth with exposed
Artilieial teeth ot the best ipiallty Inserted at reasonable
t’late
taken
Silver
and
in
rates. Gold
exchange. A1
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it desired

Having

’Jinosl.

Cray's Linen Collars

LOMBARD,

■‘IKKXI.V ROW. IIKLF4ST, MAIXK.

lo.BO tlaiuNt

lstV.h

Best Gorman

OFFICE OVER II. II. JOHNSON’S STORE,

buying elsewhere.
Belfast, June,

<;. 1*.

SURGEON DENTIST

the best Wheel Horse ttake ever brought before the put
lie. All desirous of purchasing will find it for their
interest to call and examine tills Rake before
A

No. 5 PHENIX ROW.

Itf

HORSE RAKE,

Wagons

Ready Hade C'lotliing

RAKES

BURT SELF ADJUSTING

«

and

Bought and sold ami highest price paid by

FARMERS,

LORD’S

Bonds,

New Goods at

G. I’. LOMBARD.

Before Purchasing Cali At

NaS. NTo.3.
I'll KNI X If, »\V.

REFERENCES.
JOHN I>. LINCOLN, M.D., Brunswick; J. H. LOM
BARD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF, Met
chant, Brunswick; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswicl
lViegraph ; U, H. CUNNINGHAM, M. l>,. Wlscassct
U. 0 BRIEN il, D„ Bristol,
GIVEN
tfta

Goods s.-lliiijr ;u Small Profits,

it t• i.

aa.l

I.KSS tliau (*os|
Paiinvilj

l

by Sasi.

tn-

